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-Best
St. Louis Flour $6.oo. Also
Bradley's and Cumberland Phosphate, at
O. Gammon's.
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NoTICE.-All
persons deRiring to take
advantage of our Trial Trip offer, and Premium offer of "Look \Vithin," are hereby
notified that thoseoflers"·ill
be"ithdrawn
June r, 1886.
E. N. C.\RVER, Pub'r.
-Notice ad. ofL. K. Additon, :Milliner.
Buckfield.
-C. O. Holt is settling his business in
insolvency.
-Mr. Otis Hayford is improl"ing his
residence with paint.
-Postmaster
Hayford recei,·ed his commission la t Saturday.
-Can making at the \Vinslow Packing
Co's factory has begun.
-Miss Lydia P. ·waite is to teach school
on Severy Hill, Dixfield.
-Some
are setting out young maple
trees about their grounds.
-Lucas
& Bishop's new h. P· engine
8
has arrived.
It is a beaut)"·

ce on

r is he- large
or any

and
r" $3
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OUR NEIGHBORS.
Canton

Point.

-1'Iany farmers are plowing, and not a
few have planted for early crops.
-Engine
Ko. 3, on the passenger train,
has come out with a coat of varnish.
-Smelts
are running in Sparrow brook,

peas.

Yours Respectfully,
S. C. JoxEs.
-\Ve \\·ere gratified to receive a call this
11\I
M F R" k
and the boys are running after them.
"·ee k• from G enera 'anager
• • tc ·er,
-Miss Mary Coburn and Miss Kettie of the Maine Benefit Association of AuAdkins have returned from Middleboro, burn. The editor of this paper was one of
:l\Iass.
the early members of this remarkable in_ The new postoffice is ,·ery handy to stitution, and we have noted with pleasure
the TELEPH0XE office-on I)' two doors its phenomenal success. Chartered by the
Legislature in March, 188_:;,it now has a
above.
membership of nearly three thousand,with
-E. P. Burgess, a young man from this a guarantee fund in the hands of the State.
vicinity, started for l\Iinneapolis, Monday treasurer of $10,000, while it has made but
morning.
one mortuary assessment upon its mem-

well spread.
nd
The smelts ha,·e come, a
your cor.
20
2
helped himself to abdout ~- bushel in
minutes, at th e pon •
The "·ater is lowering at "\Vorthley Pond
very fast now.
Anna Poland is very slim, so she had to
leave the "\Valtham watch factory.
Simeon Oldham has come home to live
with his new bride from N. H.

IssueNo.17Z.

me short hand and reasonably direct. Tomorrow, :!'.'Ionday, a force will begin operations on the lower canal at the Falls on
the east side. I shall believe when I see
it, as it is a subject upon which it is acThe past winter has been very destruccounted a virtue to lie. They also say that
tive to young fruit trees. If by chance any
a most wonderful pulp mill is about to be
escaped ruin by the ice freshet or mounerected.
A canal can be of no practical
tainous snow drifts, the mice took breakutility \\·hen standing alone. And so if
fast, dinner and s,1pper from them. Many
the first be true the last may be. I simply
of the latter ho"·ever can be saved by intell it as 'twas told to me. Don't come
serting a scion or a liberal use of grafting
back on me when it has pro,·ed to be like
wax. Don.'t forget to finish the row of
all the rest of the fabrications.
trees you commenced planting last spring,
JOH:'<.
or if you neglected to set a few shade trees
about your homes see to it now. In a few
West Peru.
years you will wonder that you did not
i\1r. Preston Austin lost a valuable workthink of it before.
horse recently.
Emery Parsons is making extensi,·e re1\1r. T. H. Burgess' stallion, "Young
pairs on his buildings.
Chief", has recovered from his late sickOrsamus Bartlett has commenced repairs ness and is out of danger.
on his house.
?.Ir. Samuel P. Haines has returned from
Mrs. D. A. Corliss is in failing health. a trip to Lewiston.
Mr. A. Russell is no better.
i\Ir. S. Frost has gone to Mechanic Falls

tomato-plants and dahlias from cold winds.
If anyone has already planted their dahlias
we would advise covering the sprouts with
tumblers or fruit cans during the night.

-1\Irs. E. B. Hayford, her daughter JenOur meant rents are filling up. L. O.
nie, and Miss Abbie Bicknell, will start for
Ke\\" York Friday. l\Irs. Hayford will vis- Virgin has taken the Hersey place, and
Edward Hutchins the red house near Isaac
it several months \\"ith her d~ughter, Mrs.
A. Ellis'. l\Ir. Hutchins will work at the
E. A. Da11iels.
pulp mill. Mr. Virgin works for Thayer.
-Ilardson
Douglass, an old resident of
Our farmers have generally commenced
Canton, after living 16 years in Minnesota,
their spring's work.
has returned to spend his declining years
Grass is looking bright, notwithstandin this vicinity.
Ile is now stopping at
ing the hea,·y rains and ice in January last.
l\Ir. John Foye's.
A warm rain seems now in order.
-C. 0. Holt has rented his store to L.
II.
C. Moore & Co., Lewiston, \\"ho will open
East
Dixfield.
a stock of d1·y and fancy goods, WednesMr. J. K. Lyford has sold his farm to G.
day, i\Iay .5th, as per advertisement else:i\I. \Valton, but contemplates
remaining
"·here. \Ve understand that the goods
on it the present summer.
\Ve hope he
must be sold.
will conclude to purchase a home near by
-J- W. Thompson is making improve- us, for as neighbors he and his wife are all
ments on the room just vacated by the
that one could wish. We trust we shall
TELEPHo.-E, and will occupy it with the find Mr. "\Valton and his wife the same.
office of the Horse Breeders' Monthly. The \Ve congratulate Mr. "\V. in his purchase.
l\lrs. Ilenry Parsons and Nirs. i\Iartha
front room up stairs will be occupied by He has a good farm, well situated, within Bisbee a1·e quite feeble.
a short walk of the village, and it ranks as
Dolph Ilarlow has sold his farm to Mr.
F. E. <;;ibbs for a Im;. office.
Tucker of "\Voodstock. Harlow will move
-All who have already subscribed stock one of the best upland farms in town.
to Buckfield soon.
for the shoe factory building, or intend to
Farmers around here, and I presume
Dan Fletcher· has been to Canada after
do o, are notified that business of impor- else\\"here, have begun in earnest to work
more horses.
tance will come up for action at the ad- the soil this (Monday) morning, which
Mrs. Fogg will meet those intending to
journed meeting to be held at Canton needs a good warm rain to prepare it for
teach in town, for examination, at the hall
House Hall, Saturday evening, i\Iay rst. the seed.
Mr. Butterfield has so far reco,·ered from Satnrday, May rst, at 3 o'clock.
CAXTOX, l\Ie., April 2+, '86.
Brotker E. N. Carver.-Your
Canton his injuries as to do some light work in
Mexico.
Point correspondent is a little mistaken in his mill.
his statement ;bout Gra11Yille Childs beB.
The quickest drh·e ever made out of
indg"~I
rstdon thle pl°'1'. anfdAhanl·ow.cl I plowd·E;:;.st Peru.
S"·ift river was made by John Reed, Esq.,
e 1, on ay, t 1e 19t 1 o
pn , an sowe
last week. In eight days he drove fh·e
1-2 acre of peas the 20th. So you see I
G. H. Davis brings in apple tree leaves hundred thousand spruce from Byron town
am on the lookout for the Editor's green as large as a cent, also blossoms pretty house to the Androscoggin river. Mr. R.

$1.50
peryear;
or$1.25
inadvance.

room,

in so
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had twelve men and a poor old boat that
got stove to pieces after they had got o,·er
all the rough water, by hitting a small
1·ock in the river. One coat was drowned,

to work.
Mr. Barlow Austin and wife have returned to Lewiston.
Mr. Joseph H. Lovejoy's family horse,
"Dick,"
died on the 15th inst. Age 17
years.
Mr. Benj. Lo,·ejoy is making great improvements on his dwelling house and out
buildings.
l\lr. Demis Bi,hop, one of our aged and
most respected citizens, inforn1s me that
the first meal of victuals that he ever ate
in the town of Peru. was eaten in the old
sap house on Lovejoy's hill. He has been
able to reap grain since he was 10 years of
age. Ile is now able to do a faii- day's
work, and has worked up 12 cord of wood
for the stove the past winter.
IIe is Ss
years of age, hale and hearty, and a great
reader. A few days ago he sat down and
wrote a plain business letter ordering the
"l\Iorning Star," a newspaper published
in Boston, for his own .private reading.

but taken out all right the next day. Such
boats should not be used to drive river
Your reporter recently called upon Mr.
with. Staples' drh·e passed R. L. Taylor's
Joseph H. Lovejoy, one of our leading,
Monday.
Mr. Reed has gone back to take prac.tical and most influential farmers, who
the last poplar drive of Swift rh·er for the kindly showed us o,·er his large stock staseason.
Mr. Rufus Griffi th has bought a farm of
Charles Philbrick has raised a nice large bles. We were shown 48 head of neat
th
nd
horned cattle, among them 17 nice year60 acres in Livermore, a will m-0,·e ere barn frame, sixty feet long.
th
soon. Albert, his son, will carry on
e
George Porter is quite sick with rheu- ling heifers, a large number of nice cows
and large oxen, one fine pai1· girting ove,·
home farm. Ile was married one year ago. ma tic fever.
CoR.
7 feet, 86 nice sheep and over 50 spring
-Fast
Day services held at the Free bers. Several of our citizens ha,·e called
The buzz of the saw is heard in the mill
lambs.
Milton Pl.
Baptist church were interesting and well upon Manager Ricker during his brief stay of T. Farrar, sawing out 13 I-3 cords of
REPORTER.
attended.
and made applications for membership.
birch per day. The air is just full of slabs
Mr. Herbert Penley has built an excell\fr. T. H. Thornton, our local agent, is
\Ve are informed that the business for and squares.
lent barn, 40 by 60 feet, the past season.
-Ilayden
will positively close his pho- April alone already amounts to over three:i\Ir. G. T. Piper, of L;,·ermore, is oper- Mr. Penley has a number of nice, promis- canvassing Peru and Yicinity. Any orders
and advertising or job
tograph business here Saturday, May 8th. quarters of a million dollars.
ating at thi- place, sawing birch.
ing, yearling Hambletonian
and Eclair for subscriptions
See notice.
"\V. B.
printing will receive prompt attention.
colts.
-E. A. Harlow of Hartford, has sold
-The post office is removed to the new
East Sumner.
l\fr. John H. Richardson has mO\·ed from
West Sumner.
quarters, in Holt's Block, thi:. week Frihis farm, and will sell stock, tools, etc., at da,. and the ne\\· postmaster, l\Ir. Ah·araEaster services, with a fine collection of tne Robinson farm to Mr. Andrew J.
Fast day was observed very generally,as
au;tion next Saturday.
nearly eve1·y one seemed to be off duty, in
do' l-Iayford, takes charge of the business. flowers and plants, and an appropriate dis- Woodward's.
Mr. Ah·in B. Lovejoy has mo,·ed on to and about the Yillage. There were ser-Ice in "\Vhitne_v pond broke up Satur- All we can say of the change is that no course from Rev. C. T. Keen, were obsen·,·ices at the Baptist church, "You~g Amday, ,\pril 2+th, and drifted to the shores. one to our know!edge has been dissatisfied ed at the Cong'! church, E. Smnner last to the J. S. Robinson farm, Zircon Ilill.
Great excitement prevails o,·er the bear erica" played ball, and all partook of a
The sen·ices were interesting
The pond is now almost free from ice.
with the past management, and the change Sabbath.
hunting.
hullcorn supper at the vestry, when night
For se,·en and well attended.
-Mrs.
David Allen of Hartford, for must be only for party reasons.
REPORTER.
SLOCUM.
came. An Easter sermon was preached
many years an invalid, is reco,·ering from vears past l\Ir. Nathan Reynolds has faithby the pastor, Rev. Mr. Cochrane, at the
fully discharged the duties of the office,
No. Jay.
a recent severe attack of heart trouble.
Ea.stHebron.
first as clerk and assistant for O. A. HayThe snow is nearly gone and the roads Baptist church, the 25th.
The "·eather has been exceedingly hot
-Repairs
are going forward on the Brett
ford, and since his death, as assistant for
Mrs. Nancy Ryerson, mother of "\Vallace
are getting quite dry.
house, the east end bn first floor being conthis week.
lYhs. E. B. Hayford who succeeded her husMrs. Niles, ,vho is quite. aged, has been Ryerson, had a slight shock of paralysis
The farmers are getting ready for the
verted into a store for i-r.H. Burbank.
band as postn~aster.
Of course the change
sick a number of weeks, but is getting bet- the 24th.
-Be sure and attend the annual meet- of the office into Democratic hands has spring's work. Hiram Conant and N. L.
ter.
II. O. Tuell had a cow choked to death
ing of the Rural Impro,·ement Association been expected ever since Cle,·eland was in- Keen both have their seed potatoes sproutMr. Ed Carter, one of the workmen on by swallowing a beet. Farmers cannot be
next Tuesday evening, at G. A. R. Hall. augurated, and "·e trust the new postmas- ing and intend to put them in the first of
the Ledge, who was quite se,·erely injured too careful "·here the dried vegetables are
the "·eek.
-The Pine Grove Cemetery Association
ter will soon be able to discharge his duput, when taken from the cellar.
A. p_ Brown has been setting posts for a short time ago, i improYing.
have purchased of John Foye 100 young tie~ "·ith satisfaction to all. The ne11· loi\'Ir. Abel Farrington has gone as riverR.
wire fence. He is now building a house
maple trees to set out about the cemetery cation is pleasant and convenient,
and for C. II. Record, Turner, on the Otis Rus- driver on the Kennebec.
grounds.
Canton now has a postom.ce as good as
Our church was well filled on Easter
The Ilon. Edmund \l'{il on, member of
sell farm.
The altar and gallery were fine-· the Democratic national committee from
any country village affords.
-D.
Bradford and J. \V. Thompson
The Re,·. F. "\V. Towne is expected to Sunday.
-----ly
decorated
with
plants
in
bloom.
The
went to Rumford Tuesday, to attend the
labor with the people at this place the enMaine, died Sunday night from an attack
ANNUALMEETING
funeral ofl\Irs. ~'allace Clark, who died
suino- vear. Ile is a faithful pastor, and attention of the audience was closely held of apoplexy.
He was. seized while dining
by an interesting and helpful sermon on at home with his wife and only lived a lew
quite suddenly on Suncay.
~,-e
a7-;
sure
they
could
not
do
better.
Ofthe Rural Improv~m)ntAs~ociation.
-Canton
Odd Fello,•·s and their friends
A- :i\I.Fogg & Co. have sold their entire the "Resurrection and its lessons," delh·- hours.
ered by our pastor.
cele~rnted the 67th anniversary of the OrThe annual meeting of Canton Rural stock to James Fogg of this place.
The President has sent 2,156 nomina.A.
K.
der, l\Ionday e,·enjng, with a special pro- Improvement Association \\"ill be held at
tion to the Senate since the beginning of
G. A. R. Hall, on Tuesday evening, May
gram at Odd Fellows Hall.
No.
TURNER.
this session of Congress, and to date there
Franklin Pl.
4th, for the purpose of electing officers for
Benj. Keen, Esq., is on a business trip haYe been only si><;rejections.
-Easter
was observed by special exer- the en ·uing year, appointing
an Arbor
•
l\lrs. Cvru$ Dorr has been seriously ill.
cises at both churches last Sabbath. Rev. Day, and transacting other business that
out
·west.
j\Ir. p_ 'T. Thornton has newly shingled
The list of Representatives
who wish to
may come before the Association.
A fu~l
Mark Phinney is slo\\"ly·improving.
He speak upon the tariff has been increased
Mr. Ventres dcli,·ercd an Easter sermon attendance of all interested is earnestly re- his d\\"elling house.
that ·was pronounced one of the best.
quested.
By order of the President.
Mr. R. Erwin Town,end
moved on to has been sick for several months.
to So.
Friday and Saturday e,--enings large lots
E. N. CARVER, Sec.
-Our regular press day iR "\Vednesday.
the Granville Child farm, on the 2+th inst.
Mr. Reed of ;\Iaine fixes the time of adof smelts were taken from Bear Pond.
Correspondents
\\·ill please bear in mind
l\Ir.
John
;\,Ieegan
of
Stoneham,
Mass.,
journment of Congress at July L
Boru..
The can makers have arrived and busithat article, reaching us \Vednesday afterEast Sumner-Apr.
20, to the wife of is ,·i-siting at the residence of Mr. Owen
At Rome, the Chamber of Deputies has
neRs Is lively at the corn shop.
noon arc too late for insertion that week. James D- Bosworth, a son. (Charles Mar- Thornton.
A general election for
Grand Ball at Keene's Hall, Friday eve- been dissoh·ed.
REPORTER-\Ve landed Saturday in our new quar- tin.)
ning. Music by Chase's band, of Dixfield. members of the new Chamber will be held
East Stunner-Apr.
25, to the wife of
ters, and have things nearly in running
Hartford.
Mr. "\Villard is moving some of his ma.- May 23.
Ezra Keen, Jr., a daughter.
order. Repairs on the engine have depriv\Ve came near forgetting last week that chinery to Turner Village.
The treaty of commerce between France
West Stunner-Apr.
31, to the wife of
ed us of steam power this week, and this Charles F. Benson, a daughter.
summer had not come to stay. One enterMIKE.
and China has been signed at Tientsin.
edition ii; "·orked off with the treadle, opprising
townsman
did
plant
one-half
acre
.l):larric<l.
Rumford Falls.
Rev. H. C. Levensaler of Thomaston,
erated principally by the editor.
In fact,
Mr. Joseph Russell intends
Olean-DY Rev. M. II. Abbey, l\Ir. John of potatoes.
Here is an item that may be of interest will deliver the memorial address at Wilwe are getting up quite a mu,clc which C. Goding of Port Alleghany, Penn., fc:ir- to do all his planting this week. Housewill come in play when the next Spring merly of No. Livermore, l\Ie., and Miss keepers must be wise enough to keep their to somebody, if it is true, and it came to ton, Decoration Day.
Kittie C. Lyman, of Roulette, Penn.
poetcall·.
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'THE TELEPHONE.
PUBLISHED THUUDAYS, AT

CANTON, OXFORD CO., ME.
E, N. CARVER, Editor and Propl'ietor.
Some idea may be formed of the mag-,
nitude of the higher institutes of learning in Germany when compared with
those of the United States, by reading
the official reports of the number of
students in any one of them. It is reported that there are now 2865 students
in the university of Muuich.
Of these
1067 are devoting themselves to the studies of medicine, 890 in judiciary branches,
690 law students, 524 to the study . of
philosophy, 130 to theology, 102 to
national economy, and 152 to pharmacy.

J'· ./

FOR'THE FA.RlllA.NDBO.ME.
The Best Tree ror Plant.Ina:,
The locust is an excellent tree for farm
planting, bccauseit~akes the most durable posts.
It grows quickly, and when
cut sprouts from the root. It should be
grown 8 feet apart; which gives 680 trees
to the acre, and it is not difficult to produce trees to cut two or three posts each,
and thus make 1300 to 2000 posts per
acre, worth 25 cents each. The •future
fence will be post and wire, as it is the
cheapest and most durable.
Chestnut
is the next best tree, and inferior to 'locust only in durability; but it grows
more rapidly, and this may perhaps
equalize the two, as it is certain two
crops of chestnut posts may be grown
for one of locust. This tree also sprouts
freely from the root and makes a second
growth more productive than the first.
The seeds may be planted in the fall,
and the ground should be plowed early
in the fall and replowcd before planting.
It is a good plan to drop the nuts on the
plowed ground four feet apart both
ways, then cover them by the second
plowing two inches deep, and then cut
the first growth -when large enough for
stakes.-,New ~York Tirnes.

A CHINOOK
DANCE.

1

until you have had the water subjected
to a thorouo-h
chemical analysis.
Dr.
0
Folsom who was so long connected with
the Massachusetts Board of Health, Lunacy and Charity said that "it is impossible to say that a well is safe at any ordinary distance from a source of constant
pollution to•the neighboring soil, like a
privy, cesspool, barnyard, etc." Ile fur•
ther remarks that "there is always a
risk," and that "the ordinary privy should
be abolishad." There is no doubt that
many cases of scarlet fever, diphtheria,
etc., have often their parentage in the
.cesspool. Typhoid fever, which has in
so many cases been traceable to polluted
wells, was some years ago found to be
most prevalent in the rural districts. To
provide proper sanitary measures, will to
be sure, take a little time; but it need
involve very little expense. Where there
is an abundant supply of running water
near by, underground drains will satiEfactorily dispose of animal filth from a
sanitarian point of view; but on the farm
it is desirable to use this for fertilizing
purposes, and an abundant supplyofpeat
or ashes daily thrown into the vault,
sink-drain, barnyard, etc., will keep
nm ..-ious odors from the air. If you seek
a rule as to how near a well may safely be
located to any filth collection, know that
if you describe-a circle about the well as
a centre, with a radius three times its
depth, and if ther-e if no cause of pollution within the circumference, the water
is probably uncontaminated. - Cul&ivatcr.

How

the
Yakima
Propitiate
the

Indians
Diety.

Weird Incantations e,nd Grote~que Dances
in Washiugton Territory.
A recent issue of the Yakima (Wnshington Territory) Signal s:iys:
Yakima y_ T.) SiJnal.-The
Indians

0

are by nature superstitious, but the ag
gressions of civilization in this quarter
have killed many of the old beliefs of the
. Yakima tribes in signs, "hoodoos," and
the efficacy of pnm-pum and Tumanimus
dances, and the incantations of medicine
men in driving away the evil spirit.
'l'hcre are some, however, who refuse to
conform to the new customs and revel in
superstitions handed down by tl,eir untutored progenitors. This faction held
their annual Tumanimus dance and feast
on Monday last, on the reservation just
below Union Gap. The Signal reporter
was on hand with the expectation of
capturing an interesting item, but the
mummc'rics which were weird and fasci-

A Wider Vision.
How sad they seem-the houses of the deadAnd bow the shadows of the trees advance
And then withdraw, as they were spirit led,
And m~nt to mock us with a prayer un'said
Or goblin dance.
It is not weJl, methinks, to revel thus;

It is nob well to stfr in such a place.
The dead are wiser than the best of us;
They lie so still, and yet, while we discuss,
They win the race.
No d<»1-sare here! The dead have need of

::::::n::t~es,

CHRON
LO

SteelVault

none.

They hold aloof; they pray be11eaththe
sod.
vVith sightless eyes they srn beyond the sun•
And they will hear, in tmtb, when all ~
done,
The voice of God.
Yes! they will hear it; they have Jcarn'd at
last
A wider wisdom than the world bestows.
Hunger is ours to-day; but theirs is past.
They toil no more, and in the wintry bias; ,
They find repose.
-Gcorac Lancasler.

HU.llUl{OUS.
, The Knights of Labor propose to esWhen a business house is in a ''shaky"
tablish a community farm in the northconditioa is it proper to speak of it as a
west. There are in the United States
firm?
~any thriving settlements which are conducted on the community plan, but in
nating were at the same time entirely unA petrified clock has been found in
almost every instance the members are
intelligible. At the head of the Gap on Rome.
Another
indication of hard
bound together by religious as well as by
a promontory a large white flag floated times.
property bonds. It. remains to be seen
from a pole, and two miles ·further on
·Every man has some hobby, and ever.y
rurchasln~
~...ar1n l111pleinents.
whether the Knights, on their 600-acre
blue, white and orange flags marked the girl looks forward to the time when sheIf the farmer goes to the city to buy
farm in Minnesota, will be able to work
long, low bll<ilding or shack where the will have a hubby.
his-farm implements, he finds them in
harmoniously together for any consideraexercises were being conducted.
The
such great val"iety that it is very difficult
There is any amount of good reading
ble time while subordinating individual
medicine house, for so it proved to be, in the dictionary, but it is distributed in
for him to determine which will prove
advantage to the general good.
was about seventy feet in length and a very tnnt11lizing manner.
best for his particular farm. • When a
1
M. Charles Girard, chemist, of R-iris, farmer can do so, it is a safer way to get
The husband may boast of ''holding
To cut
have your
:!~y i:;~e;e~an:it~e
t1:o:::~:!~
recently amused himself by investigation a chance to try a machine befor purchasthe reins," but it's generally the wife
Even then he may make a mis- knife quite hot.
chant of many voices and the steady beatof the ingredients of a beautiful red ing it.
that says where the wagon is going.
currant jelly, charmingly put up for ex- take, and buy one that is liable to get
Now is the time that the straw hat
a!t a a~:~~:~::;
port to the United States.
There was out of order, or is so constructed that Sl):~~~:~:~;a;: ~r~l.es are good for a ~i!n~
~
who accompanied him walked completely smiles because it did not succeed rn its
not an atom of fruit in the muss, as was some parts of it will wear out in a short
Bread and cake must be thoroughly
around tlie structure they could find no ! desire last November to make itself felt.
demonstrated by the adding to it of me- time. l<'ortunatcly for the farmers, the
A carp said to be 268 years old has
thylated alchohol, which would have manufacturers of agricultural implements cooled before being put into box or jar; entrance, and were debating a plan of\
turned it green had it contained any fruit are_much more particular in construct- iJ not, the steam will cause them to mold action, when a fly of the mattin•Y sud- been taken out of the river Spree. This
acid. It was found to consist of gelatine, ing and finishing machines now than quickly. Pieces of stale bread can be denly flew up immediately in frint of shows that fish can stand sprees better
sweetened with glycerine residue, col- they were fifteen or twenty years ago, so u~ed for toast, grid~ie cakes and pud- them, and the hideous painted face of a than men can.
ored with pichsine (a poisonous mineral that now there is not the risk in pm;chas- dmgs, and for dressrng for poultry and fantastically clad siwash presented itself
It is reported that IIcnry Bergh is carStale cake ca:n b- to view and uearly scared the young lady rying his sympathies for animals so far
extract) and flavored with no one knows ing agricultural implements that there other ~inds of ~eat.
into convulsions. A friendly wave of that he is cultivatino- a bald spot 011 hia
what.
formerly was; but the impro,'ement in made mto puddmgs.
Lime slaked with salt water and the hand, however, disarmccl fear and head as a pasbure fo; flies.
the work on the machines has kept the
, The number of eggs a hen will lay
thinned
with
skim ushered the pilgrims before a scene of
price up where it makes it very burden- then properly
depends much on the care and food given.
More than four thousand devices fo1
which
all the
cream barbaric grotesqueness which would tax
some for the small farmer to buy a com- milk, from
If you do not believe it glance over the
coupling have been patenteL1, and yet
plete set of improved farm implements; has been taken, make!! a perma- the pen of a Dumas 'to describe.
following, condensed by the Cincinnati
thousands of bachelors and maidens go
On a platform covered with skins, at
many farmers do not feel that they can neut whitewash for outdoor work,
Cornmercialfrom reliable statistics showit alone in this country.
afford it, so they use their old ones; thus and, it is said, renders the wood incom- one end of the lbdge, Indian children
ing the average number of eggs a hen
Mistress- Why, Delia, what in the
the large farmers have the advantage bustible. -It is an excellent ,vash for pre- were crowded, and in front of the little
will lay yearly: Maine, 89 eggs to each
Delia-Shure,
over the small farmers, unless several serving wood and for all factory pur- ones was the orchestra of six huge bucks world have you done?
hen; Massachusetts, 86; Connecticut,
with instruments which appeared to be ma'am, the master said the gas was
small farmers unite together and pur- poses,
85; New Hampshire, 81; Rhode Island,
chase a set of improved implements. This
made of sheepskin stretched over empty leaking, and I put up the pail to catch
76; Vermont, 69; Pennsylvania, 62;
Recipes.
cheese boxes. Along the length of the it.
may be done to good advantage in good
Indiana, 60; Ohio, 57; Tennessee, 55;
Joy never kil s.
A man has even
Johnny Cake.-One egg, two table- temple or lodge were ranged the bucks
neighborhoods, but there is always danKentucky, 52; Iowa, 51; Illinois, 42;
ger of having some one of the number spoonfuls of sugar, three of melted on one side and the klootchmen on the been known to survive the shock of findNorth Carolina, 42; South Carolina, 37;
thus united who is so selfish that it is shortening, one large cup of sour milk, other. They were all clad in gorgeous ing a forgotten five-dollar bill in the
Louisiana, 36:
watchpocket of his last summer's panta•
very difficult, if not irqpossible, to get .one teaspoonful of soda, a little salt, one- costumes a,nd the many-colored blankets
=======
Referring to the purpose of the Audu- along with him unless he is given his third flour, two-thirds meal; make the and prints gave a rainbow appearance to loons.
.A.lady who lost a pet canary bird by
bon Society to prevent bird-destruction own way, as to how and when he will batter only just stiff enough to run from the worshipers. Their faces were painta correspondent of Forest and Stream use the machines of joint ownership. In the dish nicely; pour in a buttered dish ed with orange, blue, red and white death was inconsolable until somebody
says:
".A.s the country became cleared some neighborhoods it is the better way and bake twenty minutes in a hot oven. paints, and when there ·was anv consider- suggested that she have it stuffed and
of timber and more thickly inhabited, for each farmer to buy a different impleStewed Stealc.-In. a small saucepan able space of solid color there :.Voukl ap- put on her bonnet.
She is uow as happy
the birds have been destroyed in large ment and let the use of it to the ethers place about half a pound of thick and penr fairly well executed
figures @f as ever.
numbers and insects have gained the as- who have a different machine that they tender steak, with a little of the fat left moons, stars, birds and beasts, in conA number of Philadelphia ladies have
cendency. There are birds worn by our can let him; in this way each farmer is on. Pour in a cupful of boiling water, trasting tints. All had fans of feathers formed an association to do all kinds of·
city belles that alive would accomplish master over his own property. If it were shred a tiny onion very finely and season and many wore head-dresses of fine furs, mending for bachelors.
ThC)y will find
more good work for mankind than the only the cost of the machines that the with pepper and salt to taste. Then put fea th crs, a nd even the horns of animals. it a difficult matter to mend the bach.
average fashionable belle, although she farmer has to meet, a much larger num- all over the top of the steak small pieces
There
are
various
pum-pums elors' habits.
lived for a century. The eyes and beaks ber would be able to buy a full set; but of celery heaped up.
The saucepan during the year for divers objects, the
"What a murderous-lookingvillain
the
of these dead birds cry out in shame it is important that all farm implements should stand about two inches above the j one just celebrated. being Tumanimus, or
prisoner is!" whispered the old lady to
against the cruel fashion that causes their should be housed, so extra store room level of the fire, and by no means ought Chinook dance, held for the purpose of
her husband in the police court room. "I'd
has to be built at an expense that often to be uncovered until the steak is to be propiti~ting the Deity and bringing on
slaughter=.'='=======
be afraid to get near him." "Sh!"
equals, if it does not ~xceed. the cost of removed to the dish. l:Ialf an hour is the warm winds from the Orient to carry
The Boston Herald constitutes itself
the implements; then there are the re- sufficient time for it to be done to a turn. off the snows. When the ,v:inters arc warned her husband, ''that i~n't t~ pris•
the champion of New York State in the
oner, he hasn't l>ceu brought in yet. It's
pairs and taxes to meet, all of which the :Mushrooms instead of, or even with, the m,ually hard the Indians do severe penfollowing editorial paragraph:
"In
the judge __
.'...
' _________
_
farmer has to consider when he settles celery arc an improvement.
ance,
and
three
years
ago,
when
the
catseeking to belittle the political importhe question as to what number of imy
east
Be()(:ld.
Yeast:
Soak
one
and
tle
and
the
Cayuses
were
dying
by
the
lllilk
as
a
Beverage.
tance of the Empire State, the Galveston
proved implements b~ will buy.
This a half cakes of yeast in one cup of warm hundreds, the Tumanimus lasted for
A St. Louis milkman telis a G"lobeNe1osobserves that 'New York docs not
question comes up every spring, and is water until soft; add one tablespoonful
ten days, ::md the self-inflicted punish- Democrat reporter that " milk is the latoccupy much of the soil of the United
usually decided by the amount of cash salt, one of sugar, two vf flour and let ments were of a rigid nature.
Sa-lu- est craze in the drinking line. The fi~id
States.' No, b11tit has one-tenth of the
or credit the farmer possesses, and not by rise. Pare and boil one quart of pot.a- skin, one of the head Indians took a was made fashionable by :Miss Ellen Terpopulation, one-sixth of the property,
the real saving which he can. make.toes, mash fine. Add one p-int of hot dull knife and hewed out !!Teat b;ocks of ry, the actress, I uudcrstancl, who drank
one-clventh of the ciectoral vote; it proPloughman.
water and one of cold. When cool flesh troro his arms, singin°g and dancing it freely, when the Anglomaniacs followed
duces one-fifth of the total value of
enough pour in a stone jar; a<ld the :,11of the time in religious frenzy.
The her e~,,mple because 'it was so English,
manufactured
products, receives the
1•,:otectthe Wells.
greater part of the iinportsof the country,
The idea that the water of our wells is yeast. Let it stand until the next day. next observance is the festival of the you know.' Now it is sold in saloons'and
and sbirs the larger proportion of its ex- the purest obtai11abl0 was long ago ex- For the bread take a pint of the yeast "reburial of the dead," when the bones drug stores, and there arc lunch houses
ports.
Even its farms have a value of ploded. Well water may be pure, but and half as much warm water. Set a of Indians who have died or been killed like Delicatessen, each of which retails
Oll\!•teuth of the whole, and nearly ten its degre,e of purity depends wholly upon stiff sponge. Put in a wnrm place until will be exhumed, covered with new as high as 125 gallons a clay, by the glass.
125 0c,·allonsof
times as much a., those of the great agri- its distance from all filth. It is now ad- q~ite light, then mix it from twenty blankets and exposed to the view of rel- Think of one place selliun·
0
Such a thing
cultural state of Texas.
New York is mitted that in many soils both air and mmutes to half an hour, taking care not atives. .Then comes the salmon dan·ce, milk a day to drinkcrs.
considerable of a state, however you water travel very freely under the sur- to get in too rour:h flour. Form into at which the G1eat Spirit is entreated to would uot have been c1rc:amt of five years
look at it "
face. Some are so porous and deep that loaves. Let them rise to the top of the send a free run of that succulent fish ago. 'fhc popularity of milk as a beverAn English agricultural journal serious- water will easily settle through them and greased tins ancl bake about twenty which form so prominent a factor in the age is due to the fact that it is not only
Indian food supply.
fattening, but that it is a stimubnt also,
ly urges that in time of abundant and the bulk of the filth be retained in the minutes in a qµick oven.
A z
·7
The recent Tumanim1.1s was under the and a better 'vitalizer than any phos•
cheap wheat it should be purchased in top loam; ancl in such cases it may be
pp es wit' Rice.-·wash a pint of· rice direction of Co-ti-ah-kin tl-aehe,•d mcd1·- phates or other medicines the doctor~
large quantities by the Government, and said that ordinary cultivatioa and the thoroughly, scald it with hot water
••
stored away in public :granaries, in order growing vegeta.;ion will absorb the ob- drain and cool; add to the rice a quar~ cine roan, who directed the observances can prescribe for you. It stimulates with•
means of a bell.
F
h
to insure the country at least one year's jectionable element. Water in such lo- of rich milk a quarter of a pound of by
h
.
or ours and out intoxicating, which is a further rec,
'
ours the Indians would d
h t ommendation for it."
cations is regarded pure anc1 safe. But
.
auce anc1 _c an
supply in any contingency.
"It argues," where wells sre shallow and dug in clay- sugar ancl a saltspoonful of salt; simmm their son 8
gently an hour. When done beat it,
g ' w 11ich arc not devoid of
says the Ame1·ican Cultivator, "that ey or impervious soil, having near to or with a wooden spoon. Wet an ~val mold I 1iarmony, until tired nature could bear
A Ilard Question in Arithmetic.
the home foocl production in Great Brit- at their bottom an impevious stratum,
no longer and tl
th
A teacher in the 1mblic schools had
with_water_; press the rice in it and keep
.
'
len ey would fall on
ain is now so very deficient that, in case they arc likely to be receptacles for filth on ice until wanted. Peel, quarter and theu· knees and offer un their "amens' promoted a little pupil, and meeting her
of war, prices would go up at a bouu d contamination for many rods around. It core five fine apples; put them in a stev; t~ the_e~ortations of the medicine man. a few days later, said:
and cause terrible distress among the
"Well, Lizzie, ho.v do you get on in
le before a source of su 1 could doe~ not fo'.low that because the contents pan with three half-pints of water, three 'Ih~ smgmg and prayers were all in the
0
peb
d
Tl .
PP_y
.
of smk drams soak out of bight that the cloves, two slices of lemon and half a native language, and even the lookers-on your new class?"
e c,cve1ope .
us measure mvolvmo. .
.
th
h
f
• f
'
. "' deadly element therem 1s gotten nd of. pound of sugar (dissolve the surmr in the who were familiar with the jargon were
"Oh, pretty well. I missed :i"narith~ purtchase 0 k grtain or shtorage, might it too frel[uently finds its way to th~ water first); simmer until the ;pples are l'l~able to catch the drift of the importu- metic to-clay, but it was an awful hard
re 1ieve c mar e so muc as to change l
hi
========
question."
the present ao-ricultural discontent in water w ch the family are prone to ex- tender but will not break when removed mngs.
,
"Let me hear what the question wa.'l)"
"' t
d t th d
d \ tol as the very perfection of punty. It is from the pan. When done strain careE ng l an d , an d pu an en o e eman
. The whole force of South American said the teacher.
h
for protection; but it really reminds us never sa:e to de~end upon taste in this •fully and boil down the syi'up until quite 11t t
,
_era
ure
as
just
died
in
the
person
of
"It was: 'How man" chickens had the
f th hist · t·
• E
t h J
h matter; if there 1s a source of contamina- thi c k • N ow turn out the rice on a glass V
M
J
0
akenna of Chili. He was said I' boy?'" s:.id little Lizzie aud the sympa'd e
~nc_ imthem gyp fw eln tosep tion near the well rid ·yourself of it with- d'ish ,_add t h e apples as a border, and toicuna
be the onl
·
· ·
'
1ai up gram 1n e years o p en y to
d 1
pour_.the
syrup
over
all.
Y
person
m
South
America
th1zmg
teacher
a{)'recd_
that it was a pnzserve for food in the years of famine.,.
out e ay; at least do not rest content
who ~arned his living by literary work. zler.-S~n F1·anciscan.
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. A Reminiscence or Chattanooga.
. Dr. Henry M. Field in a letter describ1ing a visit to the battle-field of Chatfla..
no7ga in his paper, the Evangelist, says:
'I had the good fortune to have in
tbe carriage with me two Confederate
officers (indeed, to confess the truth I
looked out for this in the first place) ~ho
had been in the battle of Chattanooo-a
and could speak of it as eye-witness~s'.
S~, as we stood on the top of the hill, I
sa1_dto one of them: "Now give me the
pomts of compass and the position 9f
the armies." ''Well," he answered, ''you
see across the river yonder a ridge covered with trees. That way the Federals
came. Though we knew that they were
aprroaching, yet at hst they appeared
suddenly. I remember the first shell
that fell in Chattanooga.
It was on
Thanksgiving Day in 1863. The people
were in church. I am sorry to say I
was differently employed. Henry Watterson-now
of the Courier-Journal, of
Louisville-and
I were editing a little
paper called the Chattanooga Rebel. Instead of being in church, as we ought
to have been, we were playing cards,
when from the forest beyond the river
came the booming of a gun, and the shell
seemed to burst over our heads. We did
not stop to-finish the game!" Whether
the unaccustomed sound gave a lurid
turn to his editorials afterward he did
not say; though I believe the Rebel continued to appear, whistling to keep its
courage up, until "the Yankees" became
rather numerous, and it concluded that
discretion was the better part of valor.
and Chattanooga knew it no more.
"Did you see anything more of tho
war?"
"Yes, indeea; here," pointing to an
ugly scar on his face, "is the mark of a
shot which one of your boys gave me as
they charged up Missionary Ridge." I
must say that my companion spoke of
this little incideht_ with perfect good nature (as a soldier is generally proud of
his wounds), looking upon it as a kind of
"love tap"-a
gentle touch which some
sharpshooter had given him "just to remember him by." It is very pleasant to
see how the men on both sides talk of
these things without a particle of resentment. Like the brave fellows they were,
since they were in the war, they learned
to take it as it came-its ups and downs,
its fortunes and misfortunes, its victories
and defeats~ and now that it is all over,
they speak of it only with the interest
which they roust feel in recounting th@
most eventful period of their lives.

A MADSTONE.

The Newark (N. J.) Journal recently
published the following letter from Mrs.
B. L. Milam, the owner of the famous
eueath the
madstone, at Waterford, Miss:"Your request for a history. of the
nd the sun·
famous ma<lstone for the cure of persons
rhen all ~bitten by rabid animals is received, and
THEY NEVEI! DUR!{ UP.
I take great pleasure in complying with
Burglar Proof Work a Specialty.
the request. The large number of bites
learn'd at
OrnamentalJJous:&and rLA= SAFES
made to
by m!l.d dogs, and the recent death of
orderas required.
bestows.
George Neall by hydrophobia, has atSECOND-HAND
SAFES
;r>ast.
tracted my attention to Newark.
I have
J ~~r~1\1,~n;;
1c~~~cnln exchan1?e. ]'or Salo at
lntry bias; ,
often wished that persons bitten in your
safesand Locks Repaired or Exchanged.
city would come here and be healed, inAll work contracted for, furnished at tho
5bortcst uotlce, and upon the most favorablo
stead of going to Paris to see Pasteur. I
terms. Strictly according to contract.
have nothing to say against the famous
Correspondenceand personal interviews cor•diallyinvlted.
French ph;ysician, and believe there is a
''shaky"
'J:'HOM:SON
&
co.~
great dealin favor of his theory of inocula,f it as a
273 and 276 State St. 1
tion, I know that much nearer home is
NEW .tiAVEN, CONN.
i', o. Box 1100.
a cure that
is absolutely
sure as
found in
it is absolutely
wonderful.
There
of hard
may be other madstones
in this
country, but there are none with such an
HOTOH:H:IN
1nd ever.y
accredited history. The proper name of
when shethe stone is tho China snakestone.
It
has acquirtd the title of madstone from
having been used so often on the bites of
reading
rabid dogs.and other animals. The stone
ibuted in
was brought from China in 1810 to Madison county, Alabama, by Dr. William
"holding
Barker. The doctor died not very long
the wife
afterwards, and left no orders respecting
oing.
OUR No, 14 BUCCY.
the stone.
Its merits were already
vVe manufacture Open a11dTop Bug,traw hat
known to some extent, so it ,vas put up
gies com,isting of the Side Spring, End
cdm its
for sale at public auction along with the
Spri ng, Brewster, Timken and Edward
;self felt.
Storm Spring.
rest of the doctor's estate. The stone
·sold has
.Also various styles of Two-Seated Carwas purchased by my father, James Miriages, Wagons, Cutters and Sleighs,
e. This
lam, and four others. Three of the
es better
others died in a few years and my father
then bought their interest and also the
fourth interest.
My father used the
5h is earstone until 1835, when he moved to Marls so far
shall county, in this state. He died
,ot on hi!
there in 1849, and left the stone by his
will to me.
Gold in Asia.
,vices fo1
OUR No. 5 WACON.
"I have been using it regularly since
Prejevalsky, the explorer, is now telland yet
No other person has ever
Liberaldiscountto the .trade..
ing the Russian audiences to whom he is that time.
ridens go
describin" his last great journey that used it but my father aud myself. It
,m-,,,d for Catalogue and Prices before
"gold is :ery pientiful throughout No:thhas been applied up to this date on 1278
buying.
ern Thi bet." He says he saw natl ves persons bitten by dogs, cats, snakes,
in the
mining
near
the
sources
of
the
Hoang
,-Shure,
Ho river. They dug only one or two spiders, and three or four horse bites.
SYRACUSE, N. Y,
g·as was
feet below the surface, and their methods The stone is one and one-quarter inches
to catch
of washing were of the most primitive
long by one and .one-quarter in width; it
description. ''Nevertheless," says Preje- is almost square and weighs one ounce.
valsky, "they showed us ~hole handfuid It is of an ash or lead color, and nearly
1as even
of gold in lumps as big as peas, and
It is very porous,
. of find.
twice or thrice as big." Mr. W. Mesny, as heavy as lead.
who has also visited the diggings of something like wood but much finer. It
I in the
.
Northern
and
Eastern
Thibet,
corrobois roagh on the outside very much like
's panta' rates Prejevalsky's
estimate of their the large end of a horn.
When applied
STAB
1s4&.
! great value.
He ~ays he saw gold in
;i The most
P•S,nlarWeel\lYn~WSJ>':fl'"
nuo-gets from the size of a pea to that of to a bite the stone adheres closely
bird by
devotedto. soienoe.meo aniM,engp'T,':\ng.Ev.,:;a h~zel nut almost perfectly pure and until
the
pores
are full,
then
)mebody
~~v,::_~:;•m;:fr~f.::f
~if"'!':1:.1:{;'/i8~(n'::r;f:g;P~
verfectly ~alleable.
Prejevalsky
ex- it falls off and is cleansed in warm
ffed and
fn"t~~:Jf
~~~~ ~o~td be~fho~ -~ presses the opinion that at a lower depth water, and applied as long as it will ~ke
0':; !%'l:ikh.!'~
is happy
ft:,P~t'rtf!~t::,.~:;;!f:~h~:a~aA!\~~papeuo
great treasures will be found on this imits olass:l'.f?i'!.Yf-,.e!~"!i~~ ktiNNf~:"'iut. mense;y elevate_d plateau. The deepest hold. It does its work by absorbing the
fr.S.1;;..
~o. 's:l Jko&dway,
N. Y.MnnD
& Oo.ha;~ als, I and richest
d1gg1~gs observed by Mr. virus. You may ask how long after becs have
had Thlrty-l?Qve, Mesny were about sixteen feet below t!ae ing bitten persons can rely on the stone.
unds of.
R ·
• 't,~:{$:Prf!~fomi:
surface. In his opinion no metal will_ be I have treated persons bitten from five to
and havepNpo.redmoret!mn One Hun• found below the bed of rock on which
find
1
dred
T~~u'W,l"!f
d"~t'.:':
':°n"d
f%~
this
surface gold-bearing stratum rests, eight months. They have often come to
1e bach1
:~!"ntr?es.~ c'!n~h:• .f?-a'liM~f!~
~0~ and in this re~p~ct he appears to disse_nt me with the bite entirely cured up. In
fo;'f!::~ri!;"t!Bi.nventors
theirr:i;htsYn~ from the opm1on expressed by PreJe• that case I scarify for sk-in bites or cut
llain the
for a deep bite.
Lhave no fear as to a
8:;;:ny ~';.i"~th.f."to~ !~~tfes. p=
valsky.
lady to
cure at any time before hydrophobia sets
~~
o~r!i:T::b~!t~t!1!aeemtO.
~~:ns,;:ttt,o.'!~
o}~troi.!~~;.~?f~.~~;tf=
The Austrian forests chiefly furnish in. I once treated an old doctor that had
,m. "I'd
.1; Co are noticedin the 1So1ent1ftc
Am...,~i:"'i the wood for musical instruments, par"Sh!"
The adnntnge ofanohnotice/;~~U
ui!:::" ·•a ticularly violins, guitars, mandolins all'.d been bitten eight months before he had
,Iljl pris•
J>O_IT""whoum/&
~~fficeli~~WI<l AMDIO~ zithers.
symptoms of hydrophobia, so much so
361B%~J~i, New Y~
it.
It's
that he could not retain anything he
swallowed; he got well and lived· ten
I have his certificate. Aftei:
~end.en,
Conn.,
.
years.
SOLE MANUl"ACTURER,
\
speaking of her terms for treating paGlobetients Mrs. Milam
continued:
"I
1
;he latnever let patients leave until I am
1e fl~id
satisfied they arc cured, as I guarantee
m Tera cure in every instance, unl-css they
drank
should happen to be bitten in some place
)!lowed
where r"coulcl not apply the st8ne.
So
:nglish,
far I have always succeeded, though I
)ns'and
have had some very difficult cases, as they
houses
have come to me bitten in every conceivaretails
ble place from the head to the toes.
eglass.
•••
.. •
•
Durable and stylish. Pric!lS reasonBut we have never lost a case yet. I
'ding qualities unsurpassed. No jar to the feet. ts of the United States.
llons of
Sllipments singly or by carload to all p~: Price List and descriptive Catalogue. could give you hundreds of certificates,
Responsible Agent wanted_in every town. Sendf
thing
IDorrespondence
earnestly sol1c1ted.
W
will have bis name with advertlse- but will only refer to L. Q. C. Lamar,
e years
N. B. Every person acting as Agent f-or'our f1~ns~ount)"or town where Agent resiues.
Secretary of the Interior, at Washington;
ment of Wagonsadvertised m the lea.ding pa.per o e
b.everRratiafor six months.
Col. E. M. Watson, Assistant Attorney.
t only
General, at Washington; J. B. Morgan,
t also,
who was bitten forty years since, and is
phosnow a member of• Congress-from MissisCOPYBlGHTED
1B17
•
loctora
sippi; Hon. H. Clayton, of Lama:, Miss.,
l with•
and Supreme Court Judge of this State.
These gentlemen are from this State and
are well acquainted with the character·
ve need of

SteelVault Linings and Doorsfor Ilankn
A SPECIALTY.
Points or superiority over any other rnak'>
nre. Patent Inside Bolt Work Solid Wel<t~d
An~ieIron Frnmes, Extra Thick Walls, Su])<'riot·
FireProof F!llini?. Loclrn and Bolt Work Protected with Hardened Steel, J<:xtralleavy lllnterlal;hence are moro Fire and Ilurglar !'roof.
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The harmful and fatal results attending the

In Search of a Lost Leg.
The ot4er day, says the National TribWhat a Lady
Says
or One in une, Congressmen Lovering, of Massachusetts, and O'Ferrall of Virginia, were
Her
Possession.
chatting together, when the former said:
"I hear them call you 'Colonel,' and I
Declaringits Use Has Onred Over 1,278 presume you were in what we used to
Peopleof Hydrophobia.
call the 'rebel' army?"
"Yes," replied O'Ferrall; "I was there,
along with the rest of the boys. And, by
the way, as everybody seems to address
you as 'Major,' knowing you to be from
:i\Iassachusetts, I take it you were in the
'Yankee' army."

'Ilse of cough mixtures containing morphia.
opium and other poisons, are dally becoming:
more frequent., It is for this reason that Red
Star Cough Cure has received the unqualified
endorsement <>f physicians, and Boards of
Health everyw.here, as a purely vegetable
compound, entirely free from all narcotics,.
Price, twenty.five cents.

1
in~h!Tth~u~Ji~~ 1;,a~
~~:i1g.::~r~f ~;~~~~
:g:~t!;.;.;!:
i:,'b~~V\~nc1r~~1;:,·sta~ie~~;~l~~~

thereby biddrn <kflance to tile elements tha\
so otten harm t1,e be111es.

I

"Right!" said Lovering.
"To what arm of the service did you
belong?'.
"Cavalry."
"So did I," said the Virginia Colonel.
"vVcre you ever in the Shena~doah Valley?"
''I was there with Sheridan," replied
the Major, "and I left one of my legs at
Opequan.
I've missed it a good deal,
too, these past twen_ty years."
"I was at Opequan," said Colonel
O'Ferrall, ''and my regiment was in the
thickest of the fight wi th your cavalry."
"You're just the man I've been looking for," said Major Lovering.
"I want
you to go over that battlefield with me
some time, and help me find my leg. I
would like to take u.p what's left- of it
and bury it on the soil of Massachusetts.
When . the doctors sawed it off I had
them plant it and mark the spot with a
board, suitably -inscribed.
It is . likely
that this disappeared long ago, ~ut I
would like to go and see, anyway. Now,
if you will join me some da.y, we'll take
a ride over that field and hunt for it."
Colonel O'Fer.·all, who lives in the val:
ley, assured him that he would be delighted to see him there, and extended
to him a cordial invitatiqn to visit him.
It was accepted, and this summer there
will be a search for the sepulcher of that
leg.

Utilizing "Illue Prints."
What are termed "blue prints" have
now become indispensable to ai:chitects,
says one of them in the St. Louis GlobeDemocrat. With blue prints we can make
5,000 or 6, 000-:ibsolutcly, accurate copies
of a drawing, where six years ago we
would have to depend. upon the skill and
accuracy of a draughtsman in tracing it.
It was formerly the ·custom to trace a
drawing on white cloth, a matter involving time, labor and care. Now we take
a chemical solution which comes to us in
bottles, dampen a piece of white paper
with it, spread the drawing over the solution-dampened paper, cover both with a
piece of plate glass,. and place them where
the sun falls on them.
•
The sun shining through the transparent drawing turns the chemicalized paper blue in all places except where lines
are drawn. Of course, as these lines are
opaque, the sun· does not reach the paper
through them, and the paper retains its
ori"inal color under every line, no matter
ho: delicately drawn. Thus, when the
sun has done its work, we have the drawing in white lines on blue background,
the exact fac simile of tl:I'tl drawing.
It
is onP of the neatest improvements Gf the
day in our business.

Neuralgia and kindred diseases promptly
yield to the immediate action of St. Jaco1Oil, the pain conqueror.

The island of ,Juan Fernandez remained nntt:bi~~ti~ rrc~u!~;,;in~~-,~t~t\~~,.,~~rf/'i~t:.;
he~~il~f~~v~;,~ <~~i 1~~ 1~•i.rtr~f.!~dt,1cg~~~~~
belongs to Chili, and Hodt is its Governor and
Jutlge.
'"AWordtotbeWl ■eisSuIDclent."
pl~:;:i';.~hti,nw~/~J~~r:~ ~r:,dnd~~~~fig ur;
0
0
f,~~e,i"!-;~!s
f 11
uffc,
sJ0 1f ;.;'fi~~f';~'.
0
ll~f~i;1rJ ~i.~"ff!te~e;~~lyn:.vi~gJ!~
i~at";\?li
Hemedy. It reaches the seat ~f the ailment,
and is the only thing that will. You may dose;
0
~~Yfi
b{lewsi(;~~~i~t
rent. It is the matured invention of a scien•,
tifi<:phsician." A word to the wis" is sufficient."
British war ships on the Chinese coast are to
t'tl:.~~('fia~~:~;~; 1~~~~~~~fi:.thomostdura•

;;:.~!"t~;~_
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The Richest Man in tbe '\Vorld
would be .poorwithout health. The dying millionaire consumptive would exchange all he is
worth for a new lease of life. He could have
had it for a song had he used Dr. Pierce's
""GoldenMedical Discovery" before the disease had reached its last stages. This wonderful prepara.t.ion is a positive cure for consumption if taken in time. For all diseases ef the
throat and lungs it is 1111equaled.
All druggist.s.

There is no woollen industry in Switzer
and worth speaking of.
Delkate diseases of either sex. however in-,
duced, promptly, thoroughly and permanentlyJ
cured. Send 10 cents in.stn.mpsfor large illus-'
trated treatise,

suggesting

sure means of cure.

~~~~al Associa•

itt:.r~,M~f:l!;e~l~~":J:ri.

The Salva.tion Army is ,::rowing stronger

in

England. Tis income is now nearly 5400,000.

We Appeal to Experience.
For a long time we steadily refused to publish testimonials, believing that, in the opinion
of the public generally, the great majoriu,y
were manufactured to order by unprincipled
parties as a meaas of disposing of their worth•
less preparations.
That this view of the case ls to a certain OX•
tent t.rue, there can be no doubt.
At last, several years ago, we came to the
conclusion that every intolligu1t person can
readily discriminate between spurious and
bona fide testimonials, and determined to use
o.s advertisements n. few of the many hundreds of unsolicited certificates ln our posses-

sion.

In doing this. we published them as nearly as
possible in the exact language used by our correspondent,• only changing the phraseology, in
some cases, so as to compress them into a
smaller space than they would otherwise
occupy, but without in the least exaggerating
or destroying the meaning of tho writers.
We are glad to say that our final conclusion
was a corrtlct one-that a letter recommending an article having true merit finds favor
wit.h the people.
'fhe original of every testimonial published
~;~T, ;'uY;~~e ~ ~~: ~:t:k:~t\~!m~r~~~
assertion ma.oleabove, that enly the facts are
given as they appear therein, is true.
But,·asit would be very inconvenient. lf not
impossible, for all of our friends to call on us
5
0
{i~;~t~
~~~h),
1~
~~j;!,~~intJ~fthhin~
parties

whose names

to

are signed

iJ'\li;
our testi-

monials. and ask them if we have made anymisetatements, so far as their knowledge ex!:
1:':v~s,
n~~ ;ttu:1:~~'ti{ei; 1eft~~:ra:~~t.il v:C~
batim as possible.
• .
Very respectftl~. HAZELTINE,
Proprietor Piso's Cure for Consumption
and Pisa's Remedy for Catarrh.
' We a1>l'enda reeent. letter. which came to us
entirely unsolicited, wi~h permission to pub•
lish it:
•
DAY;rON. Ohio. Jan. 12,1886.
You may add my testimony as to the merits
<>f Piso's Cure for Consumption. I took a
severe cold la.st February, which settled on my
lungs. 'l'hey be.~me ulcerated
and were se>
painful that I lrnd no rest for two days anct:
nights, I got a b"'ottleof Piso's Cure for Con.sumptiou, and was relieved by the time I had
Commending the Doctor.
taken half of it. Since that time I have kepi;
Piso's Cure in the house, and use it M a pr~
An old member of the medical pro ventive,
both for lung troubles and croup, for
I can recommend it as the best Ir."ldifcssion in this city tells us a story which which
cine I ever used; and that is saying agreatdeal,
he savs Dr. J. Adams Allen told him for I have used at le,.st twenty others, besides
about a..c; niany
physicians'
prescrintions ..
many. years ago. Dr. Allen, as the story Piso's Cura for Consumption has never faile<i
goes, was just bcgi~ning his practice to give relief in my family.
• A. J. GRUBB,
37Springfield Stwhen, one winter day, seated in a car,
muffled to the cars, he overheard, this
conversation between two passengers
who were sitting where they could not
see his face :
"Say, George," said one, "what kind
of a doctor is this young Allen ?"
"All I •know a.bout him is that he
snatched my aunt from the grave, last
summer-that
is1 I shall always think he
did."
"Did he, indeed?" said the other;
"well, he must be a pretty good doctor,
then. vVhat was the matter with your
Treatiseon Bloodand Skln Diseasesmalledfree.
aunti" 1
THE SWIFT ::::iPECIFlC Co.• Drawer
s. Atlanta, Ga.
"Oh,' she was dead and buried, you N. Y., 157 W. 23d _:,;t.
kn_ow."-Ohicago N(J'l()s.

An Idaho Jndge's Charge.
In the course of his charge to the jury
in a murder case an Idaho judge said:
''In making your decision, gentlemen,
please bear in mind that the deceased
was re;t-ehing for his hip pocket when the
prrsoner blazed away at him. The _terriof the sto=u=c=.
=======
torit1l statues, you understand,
gentleAu Accomplishe<l Scholar.
men, allow one m:m, when he sees an"So your so!l has graduat,ecl from col- other make this motion, to produce his
lege, Mrs. Badger?" ob:-;ervecla visitor.
gun and begin the bo1i1bardment. To be
"Yes," returned that lady.
sure it has been proved that the deceased
"I suppose he is very well educated?" was reaching for his handkerchief but
"He is, indeed," she replied with that makes no difference, the law does
pride.
.
not recognize any such movements. The
"Does he speak Latin and Greek and
very fact that he was earrying a pocket•
those languages?"
handkerchief while in Idaho shows that
"I should say he did. Greek particuhe was an unfit member for our territorial
larly well. WhY,,.it was only. yester~ay
society. Please carefully weigh • all of
I asked him how he liked his studies,
these important facts before bringing in
anci he s·a-idthey were al1 Greek to him.
Just think of it !"-New
York Graphic. your verdict. "-Este?line (Dale.) Bell.
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To prove this, a FREI~ trial bottle will be sent to
anyone artHcted with t.l1;:, Asthsn.
Large bot ..
llei; tor Su.le bY Druggists.
AUdrt!SS,
Dr. TA.l<'T B_.KOS., .ltocllester, N. Y,
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THE HOUSEKEEPER.

and soda in the water by boiling, stirring,
settling and pouring off. -Then return to
the kettle (brass or copper), add the lard
HOUSEHOLD
RECIPES.
and boil until it becomes soap. Then pour
into a dish and when cold cut into bars.
SHEPHERD'S Prn.-Butter
a small plat•
.
ter v~ry thoroughly,
and spread over a
CATCIIIN.GCoL~.-I
made a discovery
warm mashed potato mixed with enough tha_t has prnved 111valuable to. me, and I
milk to make it a little soft. Flute the po- I ~elie~e also to others to whom 1t ha~.been
tato around the edge of the platter with 1mpa1tecl, and that has .made cata'.1h, to
the tines of a silver fork, set in the oven me, very much less formidable than it used
to brown; when it is as brown as pie-crust, , to be. It is, that _all the most violent
and stiffened enough so that it could be sym1~~oms, the_ runn111g a~_eyes a_nd nose,
easily cut, pour •over it a mince of cold, sneez111g, lass1tucle'. wea1_111ess,.'rncl the
mutton made by cutting the meat in small, tho~sand and one d1str_ess111gfeelrn?s that
bits, and warming it in a little thickened' are mcluded 111the equ1.i;>mentof this wellgravy.
,
known complaint, may be completely suppressed, simply by abstaining from all
SCRAMBLEDMuTTOC'i.-Two cupfuls of liquid food and drink of every kind for a
chopped cold mutton_; two tablespoonfuls
period varying in my own case, from 24 to
of hot wat~r, and a piece of butter as lar~e / 50 hours, according to the violence of the
as an Engli_sh walnut.
\Vhen the meat 1s svmptoms.
Take all the food dry, drink
hot, break mto it three ego-s, and cook un-1 " .
.
.
b .
.ff " . .
.
nothmg, not even a cup ot tea nor a spoonti 1 t 11e eggs egm t~ sti en, stirring 1t con-1 ful of sou .-Ex.
stantly.
Season with pepper and salt.
p
SC'iAPs.-One cup of molasses, one-half
A G::LOCKScARF.-This is simply a strip
cup of shorten in , (butte1· o1· la1·cl,) tit' of material. to fit under a large mantel
g l
p I clock. It sl10uld be long enough for the
ti 1ese t oget h er, and
et them boil, then
.
1 dcl
f
f
one decorated encl to fall h·om twelve to
I 0
co? ; tat ;ne \~a?to~
u
soda, a_nd I eighteen inches below the m::rntel. A pret-

TIME-TABLE.-InEffectOct. 12, 185,
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CHICKEN CHOLERA .
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CilN1taN~

Lnc1, &; Bisl1op ,Yish to inform the public that they are prepare(]. to fnrnish
:inything in their line at Boston prices, as they P~elrnng~ goods manulaetmecl }Y
themselves for goods in the \Vatch aud ,Tewelry lrne, wl11d1 euables tncrn to g1 \ e
better prices th~in ever. Just cousidersome
of our_prices.

Mm~

We will sell \\'rn. Ellery 11 jewelled key winding \Vatches, 3-onncc sih,:er ease.
for $1:2.00.
Hroaclln1y 7 je,yeJled in Filver case, fur;;;;S.00-uiel,l'ltase::;;U.?0·
_1'~.
i Elgin, i jP11·Pls, i11ni<.:kel case for $6.50, iu sill'et case ::;;S.00.. i-:;o. l:J .I!;lgrn: 1.11ilou1H:e silver case fur $1:l.00.
Hoektonl, Hampden,
a11d 11111101sWaLeh Co.sat
proportionately
low prices.
Knights of Labor l'ius tru111;J,3 teuts to ::;;:!.00. \\ e
also. ha \'C a tine line of Knives, Forb and ::ipoons at the followi 11gprices:
Rogers &; Bro. best, $,LOOper dozen;
.3ilver .Plate Co., :!.50.

~N

Paper
tior. of 1
otherwi,

Rogers 2d, 3.50; :::iheilieltl 2.00; :::itamlard

A

l\fa,onic. O<l,l Felio"·· and all othPr Pmblems at Io,v price, for c:,,h.
·we have
n foll line of Chains. Charms, B:,r pins. Pins aud Drops, either in plate, crape, jet.
stone or tolitl gold.
Anything

Ft'ne

Breediug

and
.

LUCAS &, BISHOP,

CATTLE,

WHITE CHESTER
1BERKSHIRE1
& SMALLYORKSHIREPIGS1

BUSI

NE

ing type,:
per line fo

of all ages H.nc1sex,

would e::id my agony, m7 sufferin!?' from neural·
gfa was so great. I had terrible spells ever::r two or
three weeks before taking ATHLOPHOROS, which
W3s a ye~r a70 la.st April, a:itl have only had two
sinc,e. ·words c~n never express l!lY relief."-So
·writes Mrs. C. K. P.HGE, noltonville. Vt.

1\1an:rIurl:es Enfier fro!TI headaches which are
?f .neuralg;c origi~. ~ su~~ case0 Athlophoros
1s mvaluable, as 1twill c;.mckly remote the cause.
'Thousan~~s ere endu~ng· untold agony from
neural~a who might find instant relief by using

Having leased Canton Skating
shall open it May 1st, with

Rink,

5Q CARRIAGES

Another lot of St. Lon is Flour, at $6.00
cash on delivery. ancl I will say without
fear. it is one of the best, I ever owned.
Dou·t turn a cold shoulder, but try it.
Another lot of that 30 ct. ~folasses,
which takes the 1.:ake evf'ry time.

of different styles, consisting of Open and
Top Buggies, Express and Concord lV agons, $pring Boards, etc., and can furnish
DR. WARNER'S CORALINE
it is abaotutely ::;afe and it ncYe::-fails to drive
T!Jis is boned with new
neuralgia away. Seuralgia and rheum::ttism are at short notice any kind of carriage not in CORSET.
h,in diseases. Ath!o;,horos cures both. Hun. stock.
111aterial calle<l Coraline,
which is vastly
dreds of people h~YC tried it and now warmly
superior to horn or wlrnlel.loue.
It canrecommend it. Sclid for names of parties in your
•
not
break,
but
will
in
every
instance outcwn St~te who h~ rn been cured by it if you have
any de;ut:t as to its merit.
la~t the corset.
It is more pliable than
I have in stock all kinds of harness,
Ask i·our drng<rist for Athlo.,horos.
If you
track and road wlrnlf\bone. so adapts itself u1ore readily
c1nnotget itof him we \\ill Reud it expres3 paid on both double and single,
to the move111e11t of the l.lodv. All macle
receipt of regular prier-SI .OO per bottle. We harnesses.
of su15crior material and wa1:ranted in evprefer that you buy H from your druggist, but if
Joehasn't it do not be persuaded to try eomething
ery re~pect.
Price $1.00.
Trunks, Valises, ,vhips,Blankets,Robes,
else; but order at once from us as directed.
Horse Boot,, Bandages, and everything
ATHLOPHOROS
CO,,ii2 VJALL
ST.,NEWYORK. usually kept in a first-class harness shop.
A large lot of good P1fots at 5 cts. per
~~i!!'IN'Yi'l:!l!:IEI:!•
:Z:•ll1ll'lli:!ll
_____
_
yard.

ATHLJlPHORQS
!~:fui;t~el!~!~t~e:;

Harnesses.

NEWCARRIAGES

and harnesses
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exchanged

Every Carriage
as represented.

th e exact COSt It.ti> Honest
~
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for old ones.

'l'ricot Flaunels

at 5o cts. per yard.

Goous at Honest Prices.
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d
a vertising in American
Paper ~,: by address 1ng

would announce to th" citizens of Brittun's
i\1ills and vicrnity that they have in stock
a full line of

owe

Dry G·oods, Groceries,
Patent Medicines

0

Remember the yard-wide

and Harnes3 warranted
Prices to suit the times.
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Dr. A. L. PIERSON'S
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Compound,

'FEMALE WEAKNESSES)
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Boot & Shoe Maker.

w

C. B. Brid~ham,

NWA NTED.E~ W. ALLEN Canton

AGIFT
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inc1;,cs,

G.W. MOORE'S At·theBrickStore,

I

.
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Bred and For Sale.

eo.

.

Space,
1~In~

SPANISH
MERINO
SHEEP.

Canton, ).fe.

Oppo$ite the Depot,

of A~.J. C. C. Registered.

JERSEY

,ye clo not have in stock we can furni~h at short notice.

iVatcll Repairing in all its branclles, also Sewing Jiachme
Jiodels tuilt at sllort notice, and all kinds small Jiaclline
lVork done in a workmanlike manner.

s
One
If paid
San
rearages
the pub!

undersigned
offers for sale the fol•
lowing uescribed lots of land:
pom 1!1.
i THREE Tm::scs WORTH K::SOWJ::SG.:No. 1.-Part
of lots No. 15 and 16, in
_Crroc~LATE CusTARD.-One
quart of Kerosene oil is generally used for lights
Fox's Grant,(so called) in Peru, estimated
1
milk, boiled, .seggs, r cup of sugar, 4 ta- in the country, and the cleaning of !~mp
Ne~~P;:;~c:-~:~"~:i:g
Y:;:eau,
to be about 110 acres, and well-known as
and Fancy Goods, Cheap for Casli. the ELBRIDGE GAMMON FARM.
blespoonfuls o_f grate_cl _chocolate, 2 tea- chimneys is quite tiresome, btit mtist be
Send
lOcts_. ro_., _100-Page
Pamphlet.
spoonfuls vamlla.
Stir 111tothe milk, the attended to every day. The burners often
Country Produce taken in exchange for
No. 2.-The
TOBIN FARM,(so called)
c_hocola~e rnbbecl to a sm~oth paste in a get out of fix, and it is very vexatious to
goods, at market prices.
One price to all comprising about two lots and estimated
persons, under the same circumstances.
at 160 acres, also in Peru, near ,vorthley
l'.ttl~ mil~, and cook two ~111utes, add the keep them in running order. \Vhen they
1
Please call and· ask prices.
3-38
Pond.
yolk~ of,, eggs and the w~1tes of h~o,beat- get clogged and will not turn up or down,
The above lots, not being required for
en with _the sugar, turn· i~to a dish a_ncl,and are covered with soot and gum, do
the purposes of Herdsdale Farm, will be
bake until firm. Acid frostmg made with' not throw them away, but take a little iron
sold at a price which will make them a
th~ whites of 3 eggs and a little sugar. Eat kettle and put in a pint of wood ashes and
profitable investment for any one de•iring
co cl.
a quart of water: put in the burners and
first-class pasturage.
RussrAN JELLY.-Half a box of gelatine,· set them on the stove, and let them boil
For price ete., apply to Char,es Vickery,
soaked in one gill of cold water for two five or ten minutes; take them out, and
Manager Herdstlale Fann; Canton, Me.
h?urs; one pint of bo_iling w:ter, half a\ with a soft rag wash them clean and dry
MARYE. WARD.
A POSITlVE
CURE FOR ALL
prnt of sugar, half a p111tof wme and the them well. They are then as good as new,
Canton, Sept. IO, l885.
3-36
juice of two lemons and two oranges. Mix: and ·will do another six months.
It is very
well, and set in a pan of ice water,
Stir little trouble to do it, and saves much vexoccasionally.
When cold it begins to'. ation. After one has tried it once she will
Will Cnre when Everything Else Fails,
thicken.
Beat with an egg-beater until , not be apt to forget it. Nice-looking,clean
Prepared :1,cnr<ling to direction$ given clairvoy.
thick. Pour a little into a mould, and then lamps are quite ornamental, while a smoky
:~~)Y,.hy R:\C\fA 0. JIIXES, CANTO>!, ME., to
Over P. Hodge's blacksmith
shop. All
1
1
add candied fruit; again put in some jelly: chimney and bad-smelling burners are. not
drc~~~d'. 1:e~:r'c:tPiEnRquBirOvToTr
"1'E·cl,cr7s5schtosu.ld3_12,oc
'1d- kinds of repairing.
Custom making to
measurr, from Thomas' celebrated calf to
and then fruit, and continue until all the agreeable.
.
fi1tcst French.
Orders solicited.
3-:l7
rnaterialsareused.
Setawaytocool,ancll
• -----•----COATS
serve ,,-ith soft custard.
I had the rheumatism in my left shoulS
,
_
,
.
1 der for two years, and m three clays after
ewing Machines furnished if wanted
. Sroc~I::sG BAS~ET.-A useful 1eceptacle: usmg Athlophoi:os the J?ain was gone. I and the \\Ork deliven,d at your homes.
EuckfieldVillag·e, Me,
Jor holcl111gstockmgs that are to be mend- . had the sc1at1ca 111my nght leg all winter, Apply by mail only to Wm. JU. Mitchell
ed has for its base a round rush basket, and the medicine has driven that pain Dixfield, Me., or to J. A. Bucknam &,
0:flice
a-t R,-r-,;ide:nee
like those used by the Germans for baking• 1 ~}::{.also.
Chas. Metcalf, North Adams,
Where al oruers should be left, and his
black bread. It is colored, and then a bag
Co. Mechanic Falls, .Me.
51tf
whereabouts ascertained.
3-9
of the siz.e desired is securely fastened to
Send
10 cents
postage,
anrl
we
will
the bottom and at the rim. Serge momie
TEACHER
OF VOCAL MUSIC.
'
mail youfree a royal, valn:1hlc, s.am
lmen or satteen ma_y be used for the bag.
I have Peerless a11d~t:1nley ot·o·au whil'h
ple hox of g-oocls that will put you in
th7 way of making _more monry al once, thai1 any.
th •
• h
f
ti t
At a good salary to take orders for our T_sell at reasonable pri!'.es; warf.:wted for
1\. 1
t~mg- else in Amen ca .. Both ~C;<csof all ages can
s ,ea
is '.·un t 11i:ee 111
c es rom ,e op trees and a full line of nursery stock. On- l1~c yea1:s, Tnose 11 want. of an organ or
SP,
DPCRHI/JltJ/k~
live at home and work 111 spare trnic,or all the time.
for the drawmg strings:,
l}'. those ov~r zr years of age who can f~r- 1wuio will d~, well to call on or acklrcss
Capital not required.
\Ve will start you. Immense
ed~~ ~:~c
~:~rstcr
Carriage
Shop,"
is
prepar1
lIARD SO,\P.-Sal-soda
and grease, of msh good ieferences need apply. 'We give ~he above.
Ihese O)'gans ai·e well made
pay sure for those who start at once.
STINSON &
Co., Portland. lV[aine.
1y49
employment the year round and pa_y all rn every re~[Ject f me] •
•
h
each, six pounds, stone lime_, three poun_cls; expenses.
Address with stamJ),
.
•
. , 1 ·;: ln action, rilllant
11.1 tone_, and voiced so they are easv to
soft water, four gallons; cl1ssolve the lime
3rnrr H. N. CHASE, Buckfield, ::\le.
~rng with.
They a,re second to none:

LIVE ME

Pl
CANT

H erdsdale Farm,

I

TEA CAKE.-Light,
One and one-half,
Straw mattrng should be \\·ashed with
cupfuls of white sugar, one-half cupful of warm wate1· and salt; ·\\'ring out a soft cloth
butter, one-half cupful of sweet milk, two in it and apply quickly, not \\·etting the
and one-half cupfuls of flour, whites of f~ur / matting much, only enough to take out
eggs, two teaspoonfuls of baking .po,vcler; • the dust and stains.
flavor with lemon.
Lemon juice and salt will 1•emo,·e ordiDark:
One cupful of brown sugar,one- nary iron rust. If the hands are stained,
half cupful of molasses, one-half cupful of there is nothing that will remoYe the stains
sweet milk, yolks of four eggs, two and so well as lemon. Cut a lemon in half and
one-half cupfuis of flour, two teaspoonfuls apply the cut surface as if it were soap.
of baking pO\,·cler; mix in separate pans• 1
.
flavor with spices.
,
.A cheap parnt for a floor can be made
with five pounds of French ochre and a
CHOCOLATECARAMELS.-Two cups of, quarter of a pot:nd of glue dissolved in two
mola_ss_es,one cup of brown sugar, one cup quarts of boiling hot water, then apply
of milk, one-half pound of chocolate, but- enough boiled linseed oil to make the paint
ter ~1ze o~ an egg. Beat all together; boil flow easily from the brush.
Anv man can
until_ it thickens 111water. Turn into large paint the kitchen floor and saye tJ1e woman
flat :ms, well buttered.
·when nearly cold work by so doing.
cut 111tosquares.
_
_
Keep a p111-cush10n 111the kitchen.
If
. PuDDI~G SAUCE.-_One egg beat:n to a I none is at hand a pin picked up is laid on
th
0
frn , one cup ~ ·white sugar, half a cup the window-sill, or stuck in the dress, to
of butter, two-thmls of a cup or more of fall, perhaps, into the next batch of bread
hot water poured on it. Flavor with a lit- kneaded.
Each child should be tauo·ht to
tie lemon and. nutmeg.
If more water is pick up every pin it sees and ptit ·1t "'1·11
i'ts
used, _take a little cornstarch, dissolve and proper place.

Lvc, __

9 oo
·1 15 9 10 Boston,

STAGE co:-;xECTIO:N'S.
J\.T "~RST
1\-hxo-r.-D:1ily,with
mail train,for Jle,bnw Academy, 2 1-2 miles.
•
,1-\T BVCKFIELD.-Daily,
,dth
mail train, fnr
Chatic's 1\Iills 4 miles, Turner 6 mile:--, No. Buck.
field 3 miles, and \Vest t,umncr 7 miles.
1
1
~1i:1r;~~~,ve~~\~t;.1~\'/~
d ;~i-n?f1~~~
?\Icxico 15 miles, Rumford F~tlls 17 miles, Roxbury
21 milcs,Uyron
25 milcs,Iloug-hton's
30 miles.
Af.
so for lhittnn's
i\Iills, Livermore, 5 miles.
A-r•Gn.Bt~RT\"ILLE.-D:-iily,
with mail train, for
Canton Point 1 l·f mile:--,
L. L. LIXCOLN,
SuPT.

It is a wc11-1rnown fact th[lt moc;;t of tht•
Ilnrsc and Cattle Pmnic'r sold i,1 thi.~eoun-

i

I

GOING

"\L\If.

I 10 9 25 Po1tl.tncl,G.T. ~ 20 1 30
~ 55 o 32 Lt!w1~lo11, "
8 50 2 2S
~
l\li,:ch:1.nn..:]i"''ls IO 15 .) 10
950 \\csL).I,not,
11 05 32,3
I
*Be 1rcc R'cl,
5 45 10 02 Hebron,
_
11 30 3 35
I
*Packard R'd, r.,r.
6 IO.IO 16 nu~ktielcl,
12 15 3 so
I
-,, arrcn H.'d,
6 3oj10 z~ Snmn.cr,
12 3.) + o+
74011 15 Jlal'ttnrd,
12 5n 4 10
il', ,1.
~Fuller Hoad,
Portland,
S 25112 05 Canton,
.
I 10 4 25
1'. ::\I.I
[arnn.:.
Boston, ____
1 15 5 10 Gilhcrtvilfc-.!. _
4._35
*Trains slop only on signal.

I

sp1clcelo as e.
e l ·e cmnamon, all-spice I ty scarf of the kind is made of dark green
an coves, one teaspoonful of each. :Mix I .
.
.
. .
just stiff enouo-h to roll.
• felt, with an added piece six mches deep
- • "'
.
i of sea green satin, the join being concealed
CoR_NCAKE.-+ heap'.ng tablespoonfuls! by an embroidered Yine in autumn colors,
of Indian meal; 2 heap111g tablespoonfuls: the leaves spreading upon both materials.
of flour; 2 spoonfuls of s_uga'.·'. li'.~:e s.alt '. I The end is finishe~ with ~ close chenille
sc~nt teaspoonft'.l soda, mix w1,h sou, fringe, the shade of the sat 111
, and above it
milk to batter thickness.
/ is ,rnrked in dark green silk the legend,
RYE BEACH CoRx CAKE.-2 eggs; r-2 1 '·The noiseless foot of time steals S\\'iftly
cup sugar, r-2 cup melted butter, beaten/ by."
together; 2 cups Indian meal; r cup flour,
To REMOVE;\IILDEW.-\Vet the article
wi'.h two _teaspoonfu!s ~ream. tar_tar _mixed and rub on soap and chalk mixed together,
1111t; r pmt sweet milk 111which 1s clissolv-1 and lay in the sun. Another \\'ay is to lay
ed r teaspoonful saleratns.
the goods in buttermilk,
Jetting ,oak a
SALT-RISING BREAD.-Put
one table- ,1·hile and then lay in the stm, the Yery
spoonful of salt and the same amount of 1 hottest spot you can find. \Vet with butwhite sugar in a stone jar; pour upon it termilk as it dries.
one quart of boiling water; when cool, so/ RE,IEDY FOR BROXCHITis.-If any are
as not to scald, stir in flour until thick as/ troubled with bronchitis or asthma, smoke
fritters; place it in a kettle of hot water. I dried mullein leaves hrn or three times a
Be particular to keep the same tempera-, day. Use a common clay pipe and smoke
~ure; the water in Jhe kettle must remain; night and morning; oftener if necessary.
Just hot enough for you to dip your hand I have kno\\·n several severe cases ofbronin without scalding it. I always put a tin I chitis, and of several years standing, cured
:r ea'.·thern plate in the kettle so that the! by smoking these leaves.
pr w1~!not _re~t_on the bottom; _let it rise j
HINTS.
very hght; if it 1s kept at the nght tem.
. .
perature it will rise in five hoJ,1rs; ·when / Cle~n the glass of pictures by clipp1~g a
]ight proceed as you would had yo,, made clo:~ 111toalcohol and. water a~cl then 111to
a sponge with yeast.
I whitmg and rub over 1t, and wipe dry. with
.
.
I a silk handkerchief.
Tl 1e rnampulatwn
of the dough and good I
.
.
.
..
yeast are the principal parts of good bread
The leonme sunflo\\·er 1s aga111 utilized
making; you cannot knead to·o much; you / for pincushions and whisk brush holders.
ought to mould each loafthoroughly,using
For the brush holder it must have a case
as little flour as possible.
of stout paste.board.

SOUTH.

A. 'Vl"•..-MXD

Gtlbcrtville,
Canton,
.,,,F'ullcr Road,
J!a,.tforcl,
Sumner,
-'i<\\r:trrcu R 1 cl,
Buckfield,
*PackarJ R'd,
Ilebron,
*Bearce R'd,
West ?lfin<?t,
[arnvc.
~1echanicF'ls
Lewiston,

~;?~t

Carria[e
Reuairin[
and
Saw
Filin[.
6tf

1000

feet

1-2

inch Bass Boards wanted
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Castorla cures Colic, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhrea, Eructation,
Kilt-::;,r:s,
gives sleep, and promot.es di•
Wit.hou; injurious medication.

Etc.

Tower Hill Nurseries.

A. L. RAY,

173.

Tim CE!iuua Coll!PANY,182 Fulton Street, N. Y.
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\Ve beg leave, through your paper, to inform our friends and patrons
that we have opened a large stock of Spring
Goods
in all of our departments, and having made an addition of a large Clothing
and Carpet
room
( now having the largest store in Eastern
Oxford,)
we never were in as
good 8hape to meet the wants of the people as at present.

CLOTHINC

DEPARTMENT.

In this we have by far the best line we ever showed,
Men's

Dress

Suits,

Business

consisting

Suits,

CARPETS.
vVe ha,·e added to our stock a good line of Y\Tool and
pets that we feel proud to show and price to any.

Gent's

Oil

Cloth

Car-

Fu1 ..nishings.

In this depa?·t111eut our line is complete,
'vVhite and Fancy ~hirts, Ties, Suspenders,

with all the
Underwear,

Spring
Gloves,

novelties
etc., etc.

DRY COODS.
We haye tried in ordering our Spring stock of these goods to place on
counters one of the best ~tock in this part of the countv.
Seeing is believing, and we invite you all to come and look us over.
\Ve have a laro-e
line of samples of Blac·k Silks, and believe that we can save money for a~y
one who will order their Silks of us.

011r

Our sheh·es are full of all Grades of Ladies' and Gent's,
medium
-~ne Shoes, Slippers,
etc.
vVe sell th e celebrated
"Knights
of Labor"
hoe, warranted
honeS t st ock, honeS t work, and honest prices.

and

$3

<rny party

in town,

MIKE.

:nown before
way stage
count of the
!all at North
t think of it!
:he measures
nirs of feet,
~y throbbing
hot eighties.
ouples mov'and march.
country alf
,\uburn and
na Holt, the
estimated,"
1icler, "that
,eople in the
ti! the hall
h,a prodigy,
g for a prod;mall hour,.
kes a hit in
vo1·e. Land-.
Jer of cold
~ood thingf ~

and will sell them
•

as low

tat Rockoig, followP.d
his meat

!

.v occupied

Groceries, Corn & Flour.
carry a full stock,
for the same quality.

of \V. I-!.
collar bone
,Dr. Knight.
;on

r..s.

BOOTS .& SHOES.

In this line we always

CoR.

I at Keene's
1ill have anundredth anthe town of

of

&,Working

Suits,

he men would
DudleyRob!p taken from
me ago by a
o early lambs
last Friday
r his house.
,rthley's boat
lls,MayDay.
It was worth
\. Worthley
Jr a few mo-

r.

Boys' short-leg and School Suits, and an endless variety of Men's and
Boys' Pants of all prices.
\Ve also have a complete
line of Rubber Cloth
ing.
It would be useless for us to enumerate
our prices, hut we will convince any one who will favor us with a trial that our goods and prices are
surpassed
by none.

f~i. i~

Thursday,
April
29,1886.

6.00
out
1ed.

"Cutoriai~so"1Yelladapt.edtochildren·tba.t
[recommend1tassuperiortoanyprescription
to me."
H. A. A:acmm,M.D.,
111So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

lwOWll

I

and Chiidren.

AT

::1:0

1S,

for Infants

LoKGFELLOW.

The follo\\"ing touching letter from a dying wife to her husband "·as found by him
JUDG:N3F:ROM
APPEARANCES.
CANTON,
OXFORD
COUNTY,
Ms. some months after her death, between
lea,·es of a volume which she was Yery
When Maine was a district of :Wassachufond of perusing.
The letter was written
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
setts Ezekiel Whitman was chosen to replong before her husband was :,iware that
resent the district in the i\fassachusetts
the grasp of fatal disease had fastened upOne copy, one year,
- $r .50.
Legislature.
He was an eccentric man
If paid one year in advance, $1.25. on the lovely form of his wife, who died a but one of the best lawyers of his time. He
year or two ago :
Same rates for 3 or 6 months.
owned a farm and did much work on his
~No
paper discontinued until all arDear .flusband:-When
this shall reach farm, and when the time came for him to
rearages are paid, except at the option of your eyes some clay when you are turning set out for Boston his best suit of clothes
the publisher.
over the relics of the past, I shall ha,·e was a suit of homespun.
His ""ife objectPapers promptly discontinued at expira- passed away forevt>r, and the cold white ed to his going in this garb, but he did
tior. of the time paid for when so ordered; stone will be keeping its lonely watch over not care.
otherwise they will be continued.
the lips you have so often pressed, and the
'·I will get a nice suit made as soon as I
sod will be gro\\"ing green that shall hide reach Boston," he said.
ADVERTISING
RATES.
forever from your sight the dust of one
Reaching his destination, he found rest
"-ho has often nestled close to your warm at Doolittle's city tavern. Let it be unSpace~' ___
z_w 3w 1m
2m
3m 6m 1y
heart. For many long and sleepless nights, C:erstood that he was a graduate of Har~-2in~h,
4;~
~ 1 ~-:-:~
1~: ]~ when all besides my thoughts were at rest, vard, and at this tavern he was at home.
2 incl,\es, 1 00
1 25 1 50; 1 75 2 2512 7515 oo S oo
I have \\Testlecl with the consciousness of As he entered the parlor of the house he
I I$
140
I i51200
300,400
600
$10
I 25 I 60 2 00
2 50 3 60 4 /5 7 00
12 approaching
death, until at last it has found several ladies and gentlemen assemI -4 col.
I 30 1 70 2 IQ 2 6o 3 7515 00 7 50 • I.,
2
formed itself upon my mind; and although bled and he heard the following remark
00
:_- _:_:
__,_:_~ _ _,,_l_~
~ 1~j
to you and to others it might now seem from one of them:
in;f; ;;,E
s~~fsTi~~~t~~ f~~t~1i~~~:.;'i~~
~:~tc~~~ but the nervous imagination, yet dear hus"Ah! here comes a country1nan of the
1 5
per lrne for each subsequent insertion.
band it is so! Many weary hours have I homespun genius.
Here's fun."
passed in the endearnr to reconcile myself
Whitman stared at the company and
to leave you whom I !oYe so well, and th i's ther: sat down.
bright world of sunshine and beauty; and
"Say, my friend, are you from the counhard indeed it is to struggle on s!lently try?" asked one of the gentlemen.
and alone with the sure conviction that I
"Ya-as," answered Ezekiel, with a ludiam about to lea Ye all forever and go into crqus t,l'ist of the face.
the dark ,·alley! But I know in whom I
"And what do you think of our city?"
have believed and leaning on His arm I asked one of the ladies.
C.ALIFOEN!A
LETTER.
fear no evil. Do not blame me for keep- e''It's a pooty thickly settled place anyI suppose I may lay myself open to the ing even all this from you. How could I how. It's got a sweeping sight of houses
accusation of boasting, which, I under- subject you, of all others, to such sorrow in it."
stand, is the common appellation given to as I feel at parting, when time will soon
"And a good many people too."
all communications from California where- make it apparent to you? I could have
"Ya-as, I should suppose so."
"·ishecl to live if only to be at your side
"Many people where you came from?"
in the writers endeavor to portray anything
when your time shall come, and pillowing
"Wal, some."
like the realities of this truly favored state.
your head upon my breast, wipe the death
"Plenty of ladies, I suppose?"'
And yet, like the reply of the ~1een of
damps from your brow and usher your de"And I don't doubt you are quite a beau
Sheba to Solomon, "The half has not been
parting spirit into the Maker's presence, among them."
told."
I was led into this '"ein of thought
embalmed in woman's holiest prayer. But
"Yes, beau 'em home, to meeting and to
by seeing some Eastern apples in the mar- it is not to be-and
I submit. Yours is singin' ske\\"l."
kets to-day, and upon conversing with the the privilege of watching through long,
"Perhaps the gentleman from the counproprietor of one of the stalls he remark- dreary nights for the spirit's final flight try will take a glass of wine?"
ed to me that if these apples had come two
and of transferring my sinking head from
"Thank'ee, don't keer if I do."
months earlier they could not have been
your breast to my Savior's bosom. And
The ,l'ine was brought.
forced upon the market at· any price. I
you shall share my last thought, and the
"You must drink a toast."
confess myself to a disappointment
when
last faint pressure of the hand, and the
"Oh, git eout ! I eat toast; nernr heard
I purchased and ate some of them. I
last feeble kiss shall be yours, and even of such a thing as drinking it. But I can
found them all tasting badly of the cellar.
when flesh and heart shall have failed me give you a sentiment."
Such a place is never used for storage in
my eyes shall rest on yours until glazed by
The ladies clapped their hands; but what
this country, an9 so all fruit retains its
death; and our spirits shall hold one last was their surprise when the. stranger, risfine flavor up to the stage of decay. And
communion' until gently fading from my ing, spoke calmly and clearly as follpws:
then again the size of the apples was anview-the last of earth-you
shall mingle
"Ladies and gentlemen, permit me to
other cause for disappointment.
Now
with the first bright glimpse of the unfad- wish you health and happiness, with every
really, l\Ir. Editor, it is a fact that the same
ing glories of the better world, where part- blessing earth can afford, and may you
Yarieties of fruit in most all cases grow
ing is unknown.
Well do I know the spot, grow better and wiser in advancing years,
from a third to half size brger here. Fruits
my dear husband, where you will lay me; bearing eyer in mind that outward appearof this season are already coming freely
often \\"e stood by the place, and as we ances are deceitful. You mistook me from
into market, strawberries so plentiful ~s
\\·atched the mellow sunset as it glanced my dress as a country booby, while I,from
to come withiri the reach of all, while raspin quiYering flashes through the leaves and the same superficial cause, thought you
berries were selling a week ago, and were burnished the grassy mounds around us w.ere ladies and gentlemen.
The mistake
it not for the very late rains prernil-ing
"·ith the stripes of burnished gold, each has been mutual."
over the whole state cherries would be perhaps has thought that some.day one of
Ile had just finished, when Caleb Strong,
plentiful by May 1st. But now they "·ill us "·ould come alone, and which ever it Governor of the State, entered and enquirbe from one to two weeks later. How I might be, your name would be on the ed for ·whitman.
would delight to take some of my old Can- stone. But we love the spot, and I know
"Ah, here I am, Governor.
Glad to see
ton friends with me in a ride through the
you will Joye it none the less when you see you.
streets of Sacramento just now, and see the same quiet sunlight linger and play
Then, turning to the clumfoundecl comthe marvelous beauty, variety and profuamong the grass that grows over my grave. pany, he said:
sion of roses in the yards, as well as all I know you.\\·ill go there, and my spirit
"I wish you a very good e,·ening."
other varieties of flowering plants.
No
will be with you then, and whisper among
one unacquainted
with a semi-tropical
the waving branches-"!
am not lost but
clime can begiu to comprehend the beauty
gone before."
of the scene. And just now this beautiful
Wben B:>bywas sick, we gave her Castorla,
REFLECT IO KS.
sight is being enjoyed by a larger number
\Vhcn we look back in the past on our When she was a Child, she cried for <:astoria,
of eastern people than ever before. It is
Wuon she became Miss, she clung to Caatoria,
estimated that from 2000 to 2500 are arriv- life here on earth we can compare it to a
When ehe hau Children,' she gave them Castoria,
ing daily. All hotels arc crowded to their journey of a day. In the morning we are
utmost capacity, and our streets are plen- fresh and vigorous; our senses are entifully sprinkled with sight-seers from the chanted with music, beauty and fragrance.
cast, or to speak in California parlance In the exerci~e of every faculty we find un"Tenderfoots."
They are very easily rec- ceasing delight, and hope inspires us with
ognized, if in no other way they are con- still lovelier scenes in the future. And
(Fifteen y~ars established.)
.
Lanrest aml Finest stock of Fruit and
stantly gi,·ing expression t() remarks of though on e,·cry hand we see that our felsurprise and admiration as they look upon low-travellers meet with trials, disappoint- Orm1111ental'!'recs, Small Fruit, Shrubs,
Roses. etc .. in eastern N. E.
Send for
fruits in the market or gaze upon the flow- ments and conflicts, we are apt to imagi11e our new priee circular and descriptive
ers in the priYate yards. \Vell I suppose that somehow we shall escape and that we lists before buying elsewhere. Free to all.
that winter's icy fetters are beginning to shall continue to walk in the ways of wis- Local agents wanted to introduce new
Fruits and Flowers.
Address
be somewhat unloosed and in a month or dom, which are ev~r those of pleasantness
ARMSTRONG & CO
so (last week, if you please.-En.)
the and peace. But ere we are aware our af3m4
Lawrence, Mass.
inodest little Mayflower will be lifting its fections are engaged; and though we may
After April 15th we shall Jrnve a salesagree
with
Goethe,
that
the
crown
of
naroom
in
Boston.
under
Mernmac House,
beautiful head from its leafy bed and very
near Haymarket Square.
soon old Maine will become thronged with ture is love, and a couple of draughts from
her usual supply of summer tourists. And the cup of love are a fair payment for the
I plead guilty to a strong desire to become pains of a life-time, yet we find that love
one of those tourists and revisit some of is but another name for sorrow. Or if perthe old hunting and fishing grounds of chance, we find a kindred spirit-a guide,
and Paper Hanger,
other clays. I suppose some of my old counsellor aud friend-how soo_n,alas! are
can be found at the old DeCoster carriage
fishermen friends can hardly believe me we called to suffer the pangs of bereaveshop,
Canton,
Me.
13tf
When I say that I have not taken a fly rod ment; and then, though all nature is just
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spnngs or rills that form the headwaters
of some of the mighty rivers of the continent, soon becoming. mixed with others
are lost in the great onflow to the ocean.
Even so with us as our lives flow on in the
~rcat tide of humanity that is ever sweeprng onward towards the boundless ocean
of eternity. Though at times as we are
borne along we seem, like the tiny rivulet,
to have lost our identity, yet unlike the
rivulet, if we will but keep our eyes fixed
upon the bright and morning star that
shines alike for all, we may ultimately all
land in that Ilavcn ,,here there shall be
no need of the light of the sun or moon,
but the Lamb shall be the light thereof.
Yours truly,
G. o. HAYFORD.
The lights and loYes of earth uncertain,
Oft lead our wandering feet astray;
In
God we trust whose love is boundless,
Letterof a Dying
to HerHusband.
Whose "years are one eternal day."

~~JJ3 1olI1]24
~~

as enchanting as ever, the sun and stars
seem but to shine in solemn mockery and
we long for the touch of a vanished hand
and the sound of a voice that is still. I~
such an hour the con~olation of philosophy
are very unsatisfactory.
But ifwe believe
as Goethe expressed in chiJdhood, that
"God knows no harm can come to an immortal soul," or, with St. Paul, that "to
die is gain,'' we are able to dry our tears
and look for\\"arcl with fond anticipation to
the house of meeting.
\Ve do not uriderstand all the laws of the universe, and cannot expect to comprehend the mysteries of
the spirit world; but as all our natural capacities seem to have their appropriate fulfillment and satisfaction, it is reasonable
to suppose that our desire for immortality
will find its enjoyment beyond the grave.
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In presenting

this card, we do not desire for you to think that we will
sell lower th:tn an)'. one else, but do claim to show you the Largest Store and
the Largest Stock 111 Eastern Oxford, and will sell as low as any party can,
and guarantee
all goods as represented,
or money refunded.
Obediently

Yours,

CHILDS & ST APL ES.
Gilbertville,
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Paint& Paper.
Now is the time to paint and paper.
I have the largest
stock of Room Paper in town, consisting of Browns, Whites,
Satins, Micas and Gilt, with Borders to match, Centers and
Corners; Ceiling Paper, etc. I also have a lot of
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in all styles and priceB. Also a large lot of
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mixed ready for use.
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Toilet&,FancyArticles.
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Be sure and call before pnrchasing elsewhere.

N. REYNOLDS,

W. F. PUTNAM,
Dixfield, Maine.
Manufacturer

of

All kinds moulded and plainfinish,balusters, Newells,Brackets,&c.
Also chamber and dining-room furniture Chamber

Sets and Extension Tables a specialty.
Jobbing

done promptly.
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Canton, Me.
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One single-horse peddler's cart, new an:! ingood
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Canton, Maine.
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"If we none of us had any earthly imto buy an ounce of Paris green for potatobugs, and his daughter to select a bottlo perfections," said th6 young minister:
I1f SPRING.
The maiden leaves through veins of sylvan of cheap perfumery, for two tall lads to elect, smiling, "we should be angels,
blood
<Yeta physician's prescription made up, and although you're the_ nearest_ I ev,~r
.Are thrilled to love and sweet Arcadian :nd a plump-cheeked child"to purchase a saw to one, Kitty"-w1th
a kiss- I
bliss
don't want you to float away and leave
When ~urmuring 'round lithe bough or cent's worth of peppermint drops, before me just yet. So I'm rather glad you
she came up to the counter.
wakening bud,
They dimple softly to the south wind's kiss!
"Well, miss," said the sleepy old drug- haven't arrived at that wing-and-silverl.l'i AUTUMN.
gist, who moved about like a patent pe- trnmpet stage."
.A.ndKeturah Hitchings never troubled
How silently above the dying leaves
rambulating toy which had got out of
The treacherous frost a fatal network
,,,
order, and winked drearily behind his herself any more ab~ut he: hair. "
wea.ves;
"If Harry likes 1t," said she, I do·
.And slowly robbed of Autumn's buoyant ,pectacle-glasscs, . "what can I do for
--Helen Forest Graves.
you?"
.
breath,
Keturah's heart seemed to leap up rnto
The weary foliage lapses into death!
Congressional ::lluslcians.
Wm. H. Hayne.
her mouth, every drop of blood rushed to
Amon" the members of congress, Senaher face, while irr a guilty whisper she
tor Hawley is the best known singer. He
murmured:
has a fine baritone, which he uses to ex''Hair-dye, sir, please. ,
cellent advantage. The senator's reperKeturah was learring over the pair of
"Dye~" repeated the purblind and parbars which divided the back garden from tially deaf old man. "What kind of toire is quite extensive, but his favorites
are some quaint old drinking songs, and
the meadow which wound past the ma•
'I'h 1·11
their rendition he is well nigh inimitaple-swamp, up to the lonely sheep pas- clyc?"
"l-I
don't quite know, sir!
e
ture. Apparently, she was watching a us,rnl kind, I suppose. Anything but ble. Senator Blackburn, of Kentucky,
motherly hen-turkey conduct her downy black," she acldect, remembering Bar~ is a basso, and a good singer he is too.
bara's remark.
His favorite is "Old Kentucky HoJ:\le."
brood through the high timothy-grass;
And with a "Yes, yes," and a patron- Senator Voorhees, of Indiana, is another
but in reality she was wrestling witlit fate.
His
"It's perfectly ridiculous!" said Ketu- izing smile, old Mr. 1Iill put her up a bot- singer of congressional renown.
rah. ''There never was irr all this world tle of the brightest aniline-red that he voice is a baritone, and be sings a number of selections very nicely.
Not a
a girl with half as ugly hair as mine. If posscsscd.
"Gals is ahvays partial to bright col- great while ago he sang his favorite, ".A.
it hadn't bcerr for that hair, I might have
Hundred Years .A.go," in his committee
had the chance of bcirrg married half a ors," he said to himself.
And Keturah nm all the way home, as room, to a company of friends, and they
dozen tnncs, instead of clrudging on here,
with my father scolding l>ecrrusc I don't if the whip-poor-wills and rabbits would do say that it was a magnificent performaccomplish more housework, and my know that she had a bottle of hair-dye ance. Brown, of Pennsylvania, has the
best tenor in congress, and it has been
stepmother deluging me with good ad- wrapped up in bcr pocket-handkerchief.
Once safe in her own little garret-room, thoroughly cultivated.
It is a high, fine
Tice. Oh., clear, oh, dear! I would
pluck it out by the roots, if it would do she 'rnbbed tbe mixture well into the and sweet voice. Mr. Brown is quite
roots of her Jrnir, brushing it out to the fond of the higher order of music, alany good!"
Aud she seized the luckless reel-gold very ends, according to Barbara's de- though he sings some plaintive ballads in
tresses, a handful irr each grasp. as if she scription of the "city boanlcr's" manipu- a manner that would do credit to a profain would have twiche<l them out of lations.
fcssional.
Hanback, of Kansas, is anShe had scarcely finished, when she other tenor. His voice is not as finely
her head.
cultivated as Brown's, but it is powerful
"But what a very silly thing that heard her stepmother's voice calling,-:
"Keturah! Ke-tu-rct-11.l.!"
and sonorous. He would make a. good
would be!" said Darhara Ducifcr, wha
sat on a stump of a tree, hulling the rich
"Ma'am?" she chirped feebly back.
chorus singer in~ comic opera were it
"Come down stairs quick!" said ?!Irs. not for his bald head. Hanback likes
gardcrr strawberries, which she had just
gathered from the surrny heels 1mdcr the Hitchings, in·,, sort of stage shout up the the scrio-comie songs of the day. He
stone wall. "Why orr earth don't you back stairs. "IIcre'd your brother, Sim, belongs to the Elks, and is a regular atdye it?"
and Harry Boyce, come by the night tcnclant upon their meetings. He can
"Why don;t I-ioliat?" said Keturah, stnge; and supper to get for 'em, and no- give a grand reception as well as sing a
turning around in sheer amazement.
body knows whnt all! Do make haste!" song. Sometimes his selections are of
''Dye it!" repeated Barbara, popping a
And momentarily forgetful of the chief the patriotic order and sometimes they
particularly bright ripe sphere of scarlet sorrow of her life, Keturah rarr blithely partake of the comic, but he seldom sings
into her mouth. "It's what Mrs. Feller's clown stairs to be . kis.~ed by Sim and anything sentimental.
T,here are quite
city boarder did when I was help there chivalrously greeted by Mr. Boyce.
a number of singers in congress, enough
last summer. She was as gray as a badBoth student-lamps were lighted, and in fact to furnish choruses for several
ger, 1fiss Perkins was; aud yet her hair Mrs. Hitchings had even gone to the ex- opera comparries, but the gentlemen menshorrc like a crow's tail-feathers. I seen travagance of a pair of mould cundles on tioned arc those who have. achieve~epuher puttin' on the dye onoc, through the the mantlcpic<.:e, and ru; Keturah turned- tations on accourrt of their musical gifts
crack of the door, when I was a-scrnb- to help set the table there was a unani- and attamments.-Boston
Traveller.
bill' the hall oil-cloths, arrd it was as easy mous ~bout of laughter.
as you please. Of course black dye
Circenses;
"Why, Kit, how do you come to be
The greatest modern patron of roughwon't suit you, but there's plenty of col- topped oJI with cardinal-rcd1" jeeringly
ors would."
and-tum ble sports is the prince of Baroda,
demanded Simeon.
Keturah's eyes glistel).ed.
"vVhat in all creation ails your hair?" in the province of Guzcrat, India. The
''Oji, Barbara!" said she, ''do you think said her father.
revenue of the pricipality exceeds the
I could?"
And Keturah, catching a glimpse of official expenditure by more than £1,"Think? I don't thiuk nothin' about herself irr a cherry-framed looking-glass 000, 000, and nearly the whole of that
it," saicl. Barbara, flinging a mildewed which hung opposite, uttered a shriek of surplus is invested in what the old Roman
berry at a squirrel on the fence. ''I'm sure dismay, and took to precipitous flight.
would have called circenses- beast shows
of it. You can get the stuff at Mill &
Her head no longer bore the old hue of and trials !bf strength. The guicowar, as
'l'weezeu's. I've seen it many a time copnery-red, but now display the vivid the native call their prmce, is in the marin their glass show-cases, and-"
cardinal hue of Farmer Rumfo.d's new ket for all sorts of circus novelties. He
Just at this moment, however, Mrs. barn-door.
keeps stone-walled stables full of tigers,
.Hitchings, J{eturah's stepmother, was
.And as she hastened to hide herself, leopards, cheetahs, and fighting-dogs,
heard shrilly illquiring from the back she heard tlie laughter-choked voice of and has a special corps of beast-tamers to
door, "whether she was to be kcp' wait- Simeon exclaiming, incoherently:
train his fighting elephants. A present
ing all day long, with the preserving"Well, I always knew that red hair of a specially ferocious brute of that sort
kettle over the fire, for them strawber- was fashionable, but I didn't know that is a sure passport to his favor. The
rie,s?"
the girls were so wild after it as to dye monthly elephant fights are generally folBarbara jumped up and fled. Keturah their bangs the regular blazing vcrmil- lowed by the contests of two legged prizestood still, meditating over the disclos- ion."
fighters,-pugi'lists,
club-duellists, and
ure that she had just heard.
Mrs. Hutchings herself got the supper butters-professionals of the latter school
She went down the path to a certain that night. It was Barbara's evening using their heads ,vi.th the skill of a mecrystal-clear spring, into whose depths out, and poor Keturah was nowhere to be rirro ram. Buttirrg-matches are kept up
she had often gazed to look for the tra- found. .And it was nearly ten o'clock till one of the champiol9.S fall stunned;
ditional rings displayed by the faines to when the weeping girl, coming up the and the tistic encounter, too, would make
those who are about to li.nd their tri;e long pear-tree walk, met l\1r. Boyce face Mr. Bergh speechless with rage, for the
lovers.
to face.
boxers use an iron fist-ring very similar to
It was her favorite mirrior, and just at
''Don't run away, Keturah," said he, the cest1.1,.3
that made the mills of the old
n
this period of the sunny, summer day it ki clly. "Don't make an enemy of one Grecian prize-fighters so murderous. The
was clearer than any sheet of looking I who would fa.in be a friend. I have so Baroda Sullivans would think a bare
glass.
much to say to you, Keturah."
knuckle match an absurdly tame affair,
"Horrid!" said Keturah, grimacing at
I've washed it au d washed it, and it and that their views has made various
the copper-red burnish of her ha,r re- won't come out!" sobbed poor Keturah. Saxon converts is prnved by ~he circumfleeted below.
"Washed
what!"
questioned Mr. stance that the fetes of the guicow!lr are
But just then some languid moYcment Boyce.
attended by crowds of British sportsmen
Leaf Aspects.

LOVEAND HAIR DYE.

Caste In India.
like a terrible nightmare, is
firmly fastened upon the social life of
The Narrative
of a Secret Ser- •Indiu. It will take generations of civilvice Detective.
izing influence to make these lethargie
people realize that the system is ev~I. It ~
A Oounterfeiter's Wife who Successfully is not easy for us to understand it. The
Assumed Numerous Disguises.
following description, by a gentleman irr
Indfa, shows a little of its pernicious
In January, 1863, the Secretary of the working.
Treasurv was notified that a new and
During a severe famine, a man, with
dano-er-0us counterfeit on a Cincirrnati his wife and child, applied to a missiorrNational bank had been put afloat in ary for help. They had come from a disBoston. The Detective Bureau being no- tancc, and were thin and pinched with
tified in turn I was detailed on the case hunger. Food was at once brought, but,
imd left for Boston the same day. About hungry as they were, tney would JlOt
$2,000 of the queer had been floated in touch it. The child was on the ground
one day, and the work had been clone by hunting for and eating the raw rice that
a woman. At one place she had pur- was scattered about the door. Rice bechased $600 worth of diamonds; at an- ing giYen them, they commenced to cook
other a $250 gold watch; at another a dia- it, but devoured it before it was half 'I
mond bracelet. The goods in all cases done. They would not lose caste by catwere such articles as could be sold agairr ing food prepared by any one not of their
for at least half their value.
grade.
Each victimized party described her
There are four principal castes. The
difterently. .At the first place she was a Brahmins, or priests, are the highost.
blonde, plainly dressed. .A.tthe next she They consider it beneath them to labor.
was a brown-haired woman in mournirrg; To tend cattle or to milk a cow would
at the third she had black hair, was be pollution.
Formerly, if a low-ca,~te
showily dressed, and claimed relationship persorr touched them, even by accident,
to o. well-known family. After a day they could kill him on the spot with imspent in taking notes and making deduc- JJUnity. The people yield to them as
tions I came to the, conclusion that there superiors as a matter of course.
was only one womarr in tho case, and that
When a high-caste man came into a
she had assumed disguises. Boston was meeting, a whole bench was vacated, the
thoroughly searched for her, und I had occupants taking scats on the floor. The
not yet fonnrl a clue when the chief tele- natives usually travel third-class on the
graphed rue that she had appeared in railway.
'l'hese cars aro so crowded
Philadelphia, I reached that city to find there is no room to sit apart. This has
that she had purchased $1,600 worth of a tendency to break down caste.
diamonds at one place and $800 worth at
The raihvay companies had difficulty
another, paying, of course, ill the coun- in supplyin o- them water to drink. A
0
l
d
·b d
terfeit bills. The first jewe er cscn e
high-caste man could not drink water
her as a showy woman with gold_ in her brought by a marr of lower caste. By
upper front teeth. The second Jeweler employing a high-caste man, all carr be
described her as very plairr and demur~, , supplied.
•
and he was sure that she had no gold m
In their villages each caste lives by ither teeth.
self. Each has its own shops, or bazaars.
I bad set out under the belief that I Below the regular castes are the outc:.sts
had only one woman to deal with, and I -those who have broken over some of
would not now admit there were two. I the various restrictions.-Yoitth's
Com•
looked Philadelphia high and low for fe- pa 1iion.
males bearing the description, and at the
end of four, days received another teleThe Air Gun.
gram from headquarters.
She had apThe air-gun is simply a pneumatic enpeared in Pittsburgh,
where she had gine, for the purpose of discharging bulmade three di1Ierent purchases of jewel- lets by the elastic force of compressed
crs. I hastened to the Smoky City as air. It is not knewn exactly when or by
soon as possible, and lo! the three de- whom it was first in-vented, but it was
scriptions given were so entirely dillcrcnt
certainly in use m France three centuries
that one was almost sure there were three ago. It is probable that had not the
women at work floating oiI the counter- gunpowder been discover<:!dat so early a
feits.
date air-guns might have been made very
One jeweler had been mashed on 1i·s effective. They are usually made in the
customer, and had therefore taken par- form of muskets, having a hollow stock,
ticular notice that her eyes wero blue, which is filled with compressed air from
her hair brown, and her height medium. a force-pump.
The lock is nothing more
She had gold in her upper front teeth, than a valve, which lets into the barrel a
and was affected in her ways and speech. part of the compressed air from the stock
The second jeweler wasn't mashed, but he when the trigger is pulled. The gun is
was an old detective, and he noticed that loaded with wadding and bullet in the
• d nverr
•
she had brown eyes, dark hair, a mole on or d inary way, an d t h c b u11c t 1s
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her chin, and plain, white teeth. There from the barrel uy the expansive actiorr ioom. Confer
was nothing affected about her. The of the air. The range of the gun dethird jeweler C!)Uld swear that she had pends upon its size and the amount and members are m
black hair, gold i11 hEr lower teeth, a degree of compression of the air. The floor,as they
slight squint to one eye, and stammered
velocity of the bullet is proportioned to the 1ttention.
But these ar
a bit as she talked.
square foot of the degree of compressiorr
e sometimes s
I hurrted Pittsburgh for three days, hut of the ai:r. Under the pressure of fifty
it some fair ch
met with no success.
Believing she atmospheres, or 750 pounds, for instance,
would next turn up at Indianapolis, I the impulse given to the ball is almost ry. More freq
started for that city without orders, tak- equal to that of an ordinary charge of • g on the fl-0
tH
ing a sleeping car orr a night train. It gunpowder.
Air-guns
are sometimes !ules of
was a woman who had the lower berth made in the form of walking sticks, so
e sees a mem
next to mine, and as I looked her over I they can ·be readily used for purposes of ~ith his chin
made up my mind that she was a schoo! defense. Air-gnrn; ure generally regardmilhis hands
teacher and an old maid. She had reel ed as somewhat unsafe, but it is not
last asleep. '
hai'r dressed plainly, and paid not the known that uny law has ever been enactnentalcalcula
slightest attention to any one. When ed against them. In the hands of inexpeworkedthe ni
the porter came to make her berth he rienccd or malicious persons they are capsamecalculati
placed a rather bulky satchel belonging able of doing much mischief.-Inte-r•
arestretched
to her on the seat at my feet, and she Ocean.
knowsthe me
Butthe most
found a temporary seat at the other end
A y cry IUcll :\Tan.
thinghe secs is
of the car. The jar of the cars jostled
Mr. William K. Vanderbilt is extremeheseeson the
the satchel to the floor lifter a bit, and, ly particular about his wearing apparel.
[ouse. Behin
as I stooped over to pick it up, I found Ile has a French valet, who looks after
Congrecs. He
the
floor
covered
with
~vigs,
cosmetics,
all
his
belongings
and
chooses
his
ties
from Bombay and Hyderabad.-Ohica1711
re, but clon't
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Times.
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every
seemed as if a ring of gold shone far Boyce, gently drawing her arm i'hrough
~emberput bu
ent colors, and two upper and two under three months by order. He wears a costInsurance Risks in the Country.
down, and then disappeared.
his.
ttime. Other
"What s0rt of risks do you steer clear sets of teeth. In one the gold was in the ly diamond ring 011 his small finger and
Keturah's eyes sparkled, aiid her heart
"But-but it was such a dreadful color,
lowdown in
oH"
was
asked
of
the
}ass-adjuster
in
the
upper;
in
the
other
it
was
in
the
lower.
small
diamond
studs
when
in
full
dress.
beat rapidly.
and l,. dyed it; and they gave me the
l!noke. There
,iveu, you may believe that with my He invariably wears a high silk hat, arrd,
"'fhe fairies' wed.dirrg-ring,"
she wrong color. .A.nd, oh, I'm almost sure farm department of a well-known insurrhois makin"'0
ance company.
mind full of the mysterious woman and like most blondes, looks his best when in
gasped. "I saw it with my own eyes. t never will come natural again!"
lhusafllicted.
"Creameries, skatiag-rinks,
and, in a. her disguise, I was no't lorrg in concluding a full dress suit. Ile has a pleasant bariBut, of course, nothing will ever come of
"Oh, yes, it will!" said Harry Boyce,
lhelist.
it as long as my hiiir is such a hideous - coaxingly-"thc
prettiest
gold-auburn great many cases, country school-houses that I had stu.mblccl upon the person tone voice for si~ging, and is a member
Somemembc
are declirrccl by our company. Creamer- wanted.
hideous color. r will get it dyed l"
shade in the world."
I replaced
the
articles of St. Bartholomew's, like his brother,
hystoriesto a s
And, in her mental consciousness, she
"Oh, llfr. Boyce, do you really think ies are generally of tender-box construc- in the satchel and walked over to Corncliu •.
then the hab
------remembered that Harry Boyce, who went so?"
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to expect
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llagesfrom a.
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Someof the
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"How much money does it take from
the treasury?" asked the red-bearded
Kentuckian.
an Habitue Can See and Infer
''About five million," was the reply.
from the Scenes Below,
Don't you think," said Robertson
There are lots of things to be seen looking him from head to foot "don'~
from the House galleries. Something is you ihink that's a pretty big ~rice for
always going on on the floor that is not a the government to pay for your services?"
- Washinqton Star.
part of the regular order. From a good
point in the gallery. an obsc1·vant. person
The Pilgrimage to Mecca.
8~~~!~t!tt~!i8~~iftl~\he throat!
can see much, and after awhile learns to
Extraordinary precautions are to be
~~J(i~J;eer~uc~~~i;c~:'ea[~1:i~~~t~~tl
know the meaning of what he secs. It taken this year, in connection with the will do it quickly and pel'manently. 26 cents.
is in this way that private conferences are annual pilgrimage ,to Mecca, so as to preln•tnntly
Relleve,l.
l\irs. Ann Lacour, or New Orleans, La., writes: "I
frequently discovered. The floor of the vent a fresh inroad of cholera· from Ara- bave
a son who has been !dC"ktor two years; he baa
House is such a big place, and the mem- bia into Europe. Especial care is to be been attended by our leadJng physicians, but all to
no purpose.
This morning he had his usual spell or
Manufacturing Co.,
coughing, and ,vas so greatly prostrated in consebers get so much at home there, that
taken by the Indian government in regard quence that death seemed hnmlnent. We had in the
12WestStreet,Boston,
many of them have no idea that their to these pilgrimages, so as to avoid the house a bottle of DR. WM. HALL'S BALSAM FOR THE
LUNGS,purehased by my husband, who noticed your
movements are obsurved and their pur dread diseases caused by overcrowding advertisement
Invite attention to their line of
yesterday. We administeredIt and
poses guessed at. Some members, to be and the lack of ample provisions and wa- he was instantly relieved."
sure, are always conscious of the eyes of ter. Every year several thousands of In- w~{,i~~nt;~~~}j,~~~otH~~f~HNe"~!fs~eeLs
by
the gallery, and after saying or doing
IN BRASS and WROUGHT IRON of the
dian Mohammedans perform the haj or
The 1,cst Ankle Boot and Collar Pads a.re
something their glances,
accompanied pilgrimage to the holy cities. The gov- made of zinc 11ntl leather. Tr'11Them.
Latest Designs.
with a smile, will rest for a moment upon
Andirons, Fenders and Fire Sets, Tables and
ernmcnt has legislated for the pilgrims, ol.G?:o~~~~l'~sf~~-l'c~;,;~.;:·;~i~~~t
small doses
the place over the Speaker's head. But and has laid down stringent regulations
Easels in Brass, Candlesticks, Sconce3,
these self-conscious men are not general- for their conveyance from Indian ports to p~·i1~.;::.£•
Lamps, etc., etc.
lur UUVefllblUKIU
Um i;ve:E:
ly the one the gallery gods are watching. Jedda. Special passports have been esW. L. IRELAND,
Manager.
It is the man who is unconscious of his
tablished
to
allow
them
to
land
at
Jcdda,
surroundings, and is acting naturally,
and a Mohammedan protector of pilgrims
(No matter of how long
who calls for their attention.
Many
has been appointed at Bombay, in order LurksIn the bloodor nearly every one, In many standing) llronehitis, Sore
Throat, Hoarseness, Cold
little caucuses are held on the floor durto further take care of them. Special pro• casesinheritec!.Its severesttormIs that ot running in the Head, Headache,
ing the course of a day, and the habitue visions have been inserted in the native soreson the arms, legs or reet. BunchesIn the Deafness,DifficultBreathing, Purulent Discharges,
8
of the gallery learns to know what they passenger ships act with regard to the fit0
1 a::ct~lc:~~~~=~;8't::ei:;~:r~;t::;
iJgfs~n/fi
t~ufi~iJ N~
are about by noticing who are engaged in
Offensive Breath,
ting and provisioning of pilgrim ships, ~~~~::v:~:::""inH:::t:::r:~~la
~•~h!::u:~~; 'l'wang,
Restol'es
the
Voice
and
them and which ones are taking the lead.
which are now bound to carry a qualified eradicatestbe humor[rom the blood and givesIt Senseof Smell, Improves
Nearly every member has his pet hobby, medical officer if there are more than one newvitalityand richness.
the Nyes, Cleansing and
Healing the Organs ef the
in which other members art) interested to hundred pilgrims on board, and similar h:.i1::tn~~~~tii! ::~ !~:~u=e~u~:~~~,:r:;·.
Head nnd Throat.
Instant Relief.
a more or less extent, and in which he pci·cautions will be taken in Egypt aRd hood,and In the summeror 1884had a large rnnnlui:
60c. DIIUGOISTS
011BYli!AIL.
1
would like to interest other members.
Send 4 cents, in stamps,
on the transi't of the Turks, through the ;~:~~:i:~'d7.1;.:r~:::!'.t:n!:oed:!a;:~P::1
for trial sample. Dr. A. F.
It is easy to tell what he's talking Red sea. J edda is the port for Mecca, or thehumorsince.
EVORY & CO., l'ropr's,
1
166Greenwich St., N. Y.
about when he's in earnest conference the holy city being about three days' .:~::e':7:t:e~~~~~u'::C:.:~;;n~h~o/t':.'e
~i:'::.t~~
with certain members. For instance, if journey inland. It is the birthplace of thenerlc. Hood'sSarsaparlllagaveImmediaterelier. Testimonials on app\ication,
some suave member of the ways and :Mohammed, who was driven from that ~~:r:~:!~~;;:,;;b=~~!/:f:.1Yreduced. She thluks
1110Rope to Cul OITHorse!.'rl'lanes.
Celebrated'ECLIP'-<':,H~\IlrER
means committee were seen talking pur- city to Medina, A. D., 622; hence that
and BRIDLE Vomblned,cannot
,
•
1 0 0
suasively with Mr. Randall, while that epoch is called the hegira, or the flight I Hood s Sa rsa ~a ri II a
t~1:~~e~n~~a~i
of {? S. rr~~J>de
receiptor $l. Soldbv all SadulAry,
1
gentleman looked annoyed or had a hard, of the :Mohammedan era, from which 1 : t.';:
Hardwat·e and Harness Dealers.
$1~::~ef::r!::r!;:;1r::.:~ty
Special .discount to the Trade. .
!tony, non-committal expression on his their dates are reckoned. The port for
Send tor Price-List.
I 00 Doses One Dollar
.J, C. LIGHTROUSB,
face, the habitue woulcl know it was a Medina (one hundred
Roehestor• N. }:.
miles inland),
tariff discussion, and that ''no agreement where the prophet died, is Yembo, 180
11
1
had been reached thereon." Great men miles north of Jedda. The performance
U~Sy.
GreatEngl!sh Goulantl
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are always watched most closely and of the haj takes place in August. Last
D e.111
~~ I Rheumatic Remedy. 'rhe mos-tWonde1:f«l-4grict1lt1'1'al
Park in America.
Oval Box, Sl.00;
.,.nadt &O eta.
Surrounded by prosperous m1n1n~ and manufacturtheir peculiarities are best known. If a year over ninety thousand pilgrims land1
7.·t,,i:sremedy is not a liquid, snuff or powder, contains no i11Juriou:J druv$ and has •,w o.(t'ensive odor.
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man is seen.to confer successively with erl at Jedda alonr, while huge caravans
1nent Land, subjel:t to preemption and homestead.
Lands tor sale to actual l'lettlers at 83.00 per Acre.
Messrs. Holman ana Beach the habitue were directed to the holy city from all
'Long Time. Park irrigated by immens~ canals. Cheap
;ratlroad rates. Every attention shown settlers. For
knows that he wants unanimous consent other points of the compass.
lo take up a private bill, and if he inSlave Markets.
cludes Mr. Reagan in his conference it is
WHEN APPLCED
known that the bill is to give an increased
Morocco is now the chief entrepot of . into the nostrils will be absorbed,
pensioii to some officer's. widow or to in- the ~orth African slave-trade.
The : effectually
cleansing the nasal pascrease rank on the retired list. It is a Egyptians have by no means ceased to • sages of catarrhal
virus,
causing
For fulldetaUs as tocitles, towns, churches, sehools,
pretty safe guess also that he isn't going buy slaves, though the~ keep them und_er healthy
secretions.
ruilroads, prjces ottarms, rauches,wild la..nds and clty
lotsi send address on postal card tor free cow_ ot the
to get .at. There are little cliques and o~er names. .Th~ ar'.stocrats of Tums, \ It allays inflammation,
protects
"}1 RROR"to 1tlINi·lAl!l,-lfl-£Ais.AS.
icts of men all through
the House who Frzzcn and Tnpoh still keep serfs, and the membranal
linings of the nasal
areinterested in a certain class of legisla- they all buy them at the slave fairs of cavity from fresh colds, completely
the
tion. The habitue knows them well, Tafilct. There are the long-hau.ed men heals the sores and restores
nd sitting a long way out of ear shot of Tirnbuctoo mingle with the natives of senses of taste, smell and hearint.
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A thorough
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room. Conferences between individual francs---an average of less than $50. A
membersare more frequently held on the correspondent of the London News in- Catarrh •.
Apartwle
of the Balm is applied
!oor, as they are supposed to attract no spected a place where slaves ':ere fat- . into each nostril.
It is agreeable
attention.
tened and bathed to hasten their rccov- to use-convenient
and cleanly.
But these are not ali the ht1,bitue sees. cry from the effects of the horrible overIt has cured thousands .of acut~ and chronic cases w/Ulre au other so-called remedies have failed.
e sometimes sees a member making eyes land trip that kills four out of every ten ; It causes no pain. Two months' treatment in eaeh packaae. So!d by every DML(/{listor sent by mail
it some fair charmer in the private galle- foot travelers. Next to good singcr3 on &ceipt of Price.
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• g on the floor in violation of the an average of 25 francs more than firstrules of
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Jafe and. a1ways Reliable. Beware or worth.ICM Imltatlona.
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with B.01ls. Humors broke out all over my face
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take 1t. The ground was frozen so ha.rd last
A. German scientist, Prof. Schwable,
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1
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have Come," ~•Climbing up de Golden Stairs/
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One bottle did me so much good I concluded to try
1
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flesh. I recommend them to all my friends.
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C. W. FULLER,Topsfield, Mass.
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thank our
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for young
1s by applyPLES,
nton, Me.

ly before his decease. Miss Folsom is a
well educated young lady. She graduated from West College,Aurora, New York.
Since then she has resided with her mother in Buffalo which has been her home
for the greater part of her life.

OUR PUZZLE CORNER.
r.-LETTER
CHANGES.
Entire, by me a message st>nt
Soon finds the one for whom t'was meant.
Take off my head and give another,
I am a kin, but not a brother.

Once more and then, before your eyes,
Something that keeps you warm will rise.

Andover.

Change again, and then, I ween,
"Terrible," the word will mean.
Change again; what then you view,
You pay to those who work for )OU,
GEO. DE LANCE,
:i.-CURTAILMENTS.
1, Curtail to gain by labor, and leave a
part of the head.
.
2, Curtail the back part of the neck, and
leave a short sleep.
3, Curtail a kind of cage, and leave a
personal pronoun.
4, Curta;J showy, and leave a sudden
burst of light.
5, Curtail a son i for one voice,and leave
a note in music.
6, Curtail the mouth of,a volcano, and
leave a wicker pannier for earthern ware.
7, Curtail a flower, and leave an instrument tor fastening clothes.
The removed lette1·s form the name of a
large city.
BONNIE BLYTHE.

SCIEXCE HILL.
In answer to the question "\Vhere is
Science II ill?" from our friend Shomer, I
will say that this little communit_i· is situated about 2 1-2 miles from East Dixfield
• to Dixfield Centre o,·er the hill so called.
in nearly a straight line, ·not exactly right
up or right clown, but what would be called gradually a,cending, affording one of
the most delightful coasting grounds in
the State. This hill was known in former
times as Parks and also as the Leland hill.
It was at one time noted as being one of
the largest school districts in town, comprising a part of the Cedar Yalley, so called, Severy hill districts. numbering we believe from 60 to 70 scholars.
The schoolhouse is now situated on nearly the summit of the hill, t)1e highest point of land
excepting the !Iolman, Brown, and Hosley
mountain ranges.
This District at one
time was also noted for the ease and dexterity of passing school-masters out of the
windows, who would -not comply with the
rules laid down by the scholars, thus gaining for itself to the discredit of it~ scholars
and the terror of the teachers the name
"Science !Ii!!."
The Praying band met at the schoolhouse and helped to organize a Sabbath
school, which will be in session e,·ery Sabbath at three o clock P. :\1. \Ve wish for
a good attendance and with God's help we
trust it may be a success.

ETHYL,

5.-THANSPOSITION.
Yamn sdnah kame tighl krow.
WEEK.

TO Pl.JZZLES OF LAST WEEK.

1.-Cross-trees.
2.-1~
Tape, ape. 2, Harm, arm. 3,
Howl. owl. 4, Reel, eel. 5, Open, pen.
6, Share, hare. 7, Usage, sage. S, Gold,
old.
CRACKLE
3.ETHER
SIX

C
FAN
EDGED
UNCOUTH
far, ear, jar, mar, car, oar, war,

4--Tar,
bar.
5.-Snowball.

G. C. C.

LIVERMORE
FALLS.
PE~TANDSCISSORS.
The entire herd of horned cattle, 47 head
of high blooded animals, at the State College farm at Orono, have been killed on
account of being infected ,Yith contagious
disease.
Chief Arthur of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers said in a speed), Saturclay, ~o one has a right to say to an
employer: "You shall not employ that
man, because he docs not belong to our
union."
The rights of capital must be re_
spectecl as well as those of labor. He had
been before the public thirty years, but
never posed as a labor reformer.
·Most of
those who ~id _were ?emagogues.
The
strong orga111zat1ons of the past had been
wrecked by their leaders using them for
political purposes.
His advice to workingmen was: Be sober, be frugal, be. industrious and practice a little self-denial for

The Free High school at Shy closed last
Friday.
\V. S. Treat returned from Boston last
Saturday, where he has been to purcha e
his spring stock of goods.
:\Ir. J. x. Libby, who went from this
place to California last Sumner, returned
·wednesday of last week. He is very ill
with consumption.
The village schools commenced Monclay. :\fr. Geo. R. Currier teaches the
High school.
The Easter concert at the Lni,·ersalist
church was gi\'en Sunday afternoon instead
of in the evening, as was adYertisecl.
\York has been commenced on the new
aw mill.
Se\'eral are improving the look,; of their
, buildings with paint.
.
E. II. A.
_____
_

those dependent on you. To the Knights
of Labor he had to say : '· If you expect to
~ucceed and prospe1·, carry out the golden
rule.
:\Ir. O. 1I. Moore, who retires from the
\Vaterville Sentinel this month, has done
much good service for the growth of summer travel to the Rangeley Lake region
and other Maine resorts.
\Ve are glad to
see that he proposes to continue his work
in this direction.
lie will open a tourist
agency at \Vaterville.
Ile is just the man
to make a success of such an enterprise.
Parties desiring to procure Summer boarders, Summer board, a place to locate for a
camp, such a spot to let or sell, should
communicate with him at \Vaterville.
He
will also furnish information regarding
any and all 1Iaine Resorts-established
or
prospective, and will be prepared to execute any commission entrusted tQ' him regarding the desires of Pleasure Seekers or
those who make a business of entertaining
them.
:\fiss Frances

C.

Folsom, who

it is

~s,erted President Cleveland is to marry,
1s twenty-three years old, a resident of
Tiutfalo, ~cw York, and the clauo-hter of
:\Ir. Foh,0111,now deceased, who, for many
years \\ as partner with l\fr. Cleveland in
the practice of law. Iler father died in
consequence of a fall from his buggy. Ile
was very weal.thy at one time, but lost his
fortune hy an unlucky speculation, short-

At our .l\lammoth ,:varcrooms

Prints, Cottons, Ginghams, Colored Dresi, Goods, Black
Dress Goods, Colored and Black Silks, Ladies' Spring Wraps,

Announce to all the people a golden
opportunity to furnish your honse,
from the largest :rnd hest selected
stock of all kinds and graLlcs of

Ca1--pets,
all kinds and grades

Cba1nber

Pa1--lo1--Furnit1u·e
e\'er exhibited ea&t of Boston or :New
York, and rarely exceeded by those
cities. ..::\nd positively the largest
line of

kinds, and a line of Fnncy Goods.

SaleToCommence
May5th at Holt'sBlock,Canton.
1ml)l(S!

~. . ·, .• ;

. • . . •; .
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AnotherCha.L
ge
INTHEADMINISTRATION.

J\I! ~~1110-ev,~:a-i_s

@!HI

E.F.GOULD
&CO.,CANTON,
ME
.
Jl&J"MARVELOUS

~

PR.ICES.

FOR THE

MILLION

Complete Novels and Other Works, by Famous Authors, Almost Given A way!

The following books are publi.,hetl in neat pamphli>t rorm, mans of them J1nndt1omely llluMtrntcd,
au.-\ all are printed
f'rom zood type upon aruod 1,upcr.
'fhe'" trea.t. or n. great. variety or subjei:u, and l\t: tbiuk uo one can ex a.wine the
lbt without ttudinc: thert!iu umu.,· that. be or ihe would like to posbess. ln cloth•bound form these books would cost $11>0
each. Each book i::1complete in iu,elf.
16. At the Worl<l'M Mercy.
A Xovel. By Florence
1. Tl~e Widow Redott
Pnper~
This is the book
o,·er which your grandmother-I la.ughed till they cried, a.ud Warden. author or" 'rbe House on the Manh." ct.c.
it i,; ju.;,1,a..sfunnr to•dtt_\·a.s t·\·er.
n. M.tldred Trevuulon.
A Nov<:!. By" The Duch:!. Fun<.>y \V Ork for llon_1c Adornment,
an en• ess," author of"}lolly Bawn." etc.
18. Durk
Hays. A No\'el. by Hugh Conway, author
or •• Called Bn.ck,"
19. Th I.! Mystery
of the Holly Tree.
A Novel.
R.\" the author or·· Uora Thorne."
:-J.Grimm'& Jt1tlry Storlc8 for the Younar.
The
0
B~~- Far•
fine,;t collection of fairy st.orie.~ever publiabed. The child• je~: ~~t::r o~·~.~~p:J'.:n~~c't~~se!~~'il~'IC!!,
rt:n will be deli~ht.ed with them.
21. The Gray uromun.
A No\·el. By Mrs. Gaskell,
4. The Lady ot the Luke. By Slr Walter Scott. author or·• Mary Rarton," eLC.
"The l,a.dy or the Lake" is a. romance in Yene. and of •ll
Z'l. The Frozen
J>eep. A No'"el. By Wilkie CoIJins,
author of·• The Woman in White,·· etc.
the work'I or Scott none is more beautiful than tbla.
23. lted
Conrt
Fnrm.
A Xovt:l. By lira. Henry
1
gu~rle'!o"::O~i~!n~;s
"s~~e
~':~• 0~ Wood, author or·• F.a.st Lynne." etc.
modern.etiquette for all occ~lons.
2t. In Cupid's Net.. A !'i"ovel. BytbcAutboror••Dora
~- 'l'he Stand11rd
Lt•tter Writer
for Ladle• and Thorne:·
Gentlemen. a complete guide to correspondence, ghing
25. Back to the Old Hom<". A No,·el. By Mary Cecil
Bay. author or" Hidden Perila," ete.
~~~~~ "~i~ei~i~~~!~~b~~efo~~~pao;~t~ox°amo;
26. John
Bowerbank'•
\Vlfc.
A NoYel. By Miss
1~~ttA!ra or eYery
i. Winter
Eve11h11r Recreations,
a. large collection l:lulock. &utbor or·• Joho Halifax Gentleman;· etc.
or Acting Charades, Tableaux, Ga.roe11,Punles, etc., for
2i. Lady Gwendoline'•
Dream.
A Novel. By tbt
aoc-ial gatherings, private tbeatrical1, 11nd eveniDa:• a.t a.uthor of•· Dorl!. 'fborot!," etc.
bo1ne. illustrated.
28. Jal!lper Dane'A Secret. A Novel. By Miu l!. E.
8. ))laloK"Uefl, Recitations
and Readln1rl', a large Braddoo, author ef"Aurora Floyd," etc.
Rn.1choice coll~ction for school exhibitions and public al:ld
29. Leoline.
A Novel. By Mary Cecil Hay, author of
private entcrtarnroents.
"Brenda Yorke." et.c.
~o. Gabrtcl'1
Mnrr-loce.
A Novel. By Wilkie Colllns,
9. Parlor
l\ln1:lc and Chemical
Experlmentl,
a t.>0okwhich tells bow to p1!rform hundreds er amusing a1,1thoror··K0Name,"
etc.
trick!-! in magic and insLructive experimenta with simple
31. David Hunt.
A Novel. By lfrs. Ann S. Stephen1,
ag:ents.
author or" Jo'uhion and F&minc," etc.
IO. The Home Cook Book and Family Phyr,I.
32. Rcoplntr
the Whirlwind.
A Xo,·ct. Dy :Mary
<'fan, cont.ainini;: hundreds or excellent cooldng recipe! Cecil Hay. author or" Old Middleton·• Monel"... etc.
li.nrl hinLS to housekeep':!r;;, ,..,,.o telling bow to cure all com•
33. Dudley
Carlcon.
A Novel. By M{ss M. E.Brad•
1:1Qnailment., by simple hQme reme'1ie1.
don. author or" Lady Audley's Secret," etc.

i:j~f

fJg,~f
;~;{f~~::.~!:,~:(k!i("i1~;1?1~{:1,,
;~~~
E!!l

Ranges

at prices from $r5.oo for a Prime
Range, with all the \Vare, Pipe,
Zinc, &c., to an Elegant High and
Low Hot Closet Reservoir Range at
$50.00.

rdATTRESSES
&SPRINGS.
Feathers ir. Enormous ~iantity.
Our Feather Room is 50 feet long
and is full of bargains.

»~J~nnU~_an.s

are hereby notified that the Hardware firm of Gould & Holman
is dissolved. and that E. F. Gould & Co. will continue the
business at Harlow Block as heretofore.
Here you will find the usual line of Stoves, Tinwar1:-,
Shelf Hardware, etc. All in want of Sap Bucli.ets
call
now and examine stock and ;'rices. 1Ve can give you a good
trade. Tinware exchanged for rags and old rubber. Also
Bowker's Phosphate for sale. Builders snpplied with Paints,
Oils and Hardware at short notice.

BOOKS

of

Sets.,

ranging in price from $16 to $250,
and positively the largest assortment
ever offered to the public by a1~y
house in the conntry.
Also the largest and greatest display of

Ladies' Spring Jackets, Corsets of all prices, Gloves of all

~~ ~~

in

Donnell BuilclinJ, cor. Pearl
0·.Jl1.iddleSts., Portland,

ry and ancy Coods.

I

4--E.'.'i:IG;\IA.
Composed of 29 letters.
i\Iy II 18 13 20 14 is us.ed by the blacksmith.
My 17 21 4 26 is a bird.
i\Iy 16 5 28 20 12 is that on which a door
swings.
My 29 24 6 15 7 is a song.
1Iy 1 2 27 17 23 is a young person.
:\Iy 25 9 19 is a heavenly bod_v.
:My IO 3 22 8 are used in warm ,veather.
The whole is a quotation from the ~<!w
Testament.

.AXSWERS

The Methodist society gave a "Honey
Eat" and apron party which was largely
attended.
They netted eighteen dollars.
Miss Lizzie Porter had the prettiest apron.
Frank Adams leaves us Thursday for the
west, where he intends going into business
with his brother at Santa Cruz.
R.· B. 11cCollister has bought from J.
\V. Eaton, for one thousand dollars, his
house. His son will occupy it. and the
lowet· part will be converted into a firstclass barber shop.
Rev. \V. Parlin preached his fare"·el1
sermon Sunday,
Three chilclt~en were buried in two days.
Samuel Betton has gone to Philadelphia
on a vi:;it.
Owen Smith and wife of Xew York arc
Yisiting their family.

DIXFIELD.

3.-DIAMO.\D.
A consonant.
A priest mentioned in the Bible.
3, To open and ~hut the eye;.
4, A usetiil fluid.
5, A consonant.
HARRO,
1,
.2,

NEXT

FOR
THENEXT
THIRTY
DAYS.

OUR NEIGHBORS.

Xow change again with earnest zeal,
You'll have a portion of a whet,!.

ANSWERS

Closing
Out
Sale
!

B. A.ATKINSON
& CO.,

i~~~f:!~'l:1~gG~~!

\Ve haYe

Lounges
111

great vatiety.

Easy Chairs,
in great variety, and everything
everybody.

for

Dinner Sets, Tea St>ts, Toilet Sets,
Shades and Drapery.
Special mention must
our

be made of

LACE
CURTAIN
DEP
ARTMDNT.
Nottingham Lace Curtains,
$1 ·oo per pair and
~ottingham Lace Curtains,
$2.00 per pair aud
Swiss Lace Curtains,
$6.oo per pair and
1faclras Lace Curtains,
$3.50 per pair and
Applique Lace Curtains,
$7.00
Silk Lace Curtains,
$18.00
Madras Lace by the Yard,
Turkoman

upwards.
upwards.
upwards.
upwards,
per pair.
per pair,

50 cents.
Curtains,
$5.50 to $25·00 per pair.

Our Carpet Floor i~ the largest,
lightest and best in this country, and
we are showing the best goods for
S4. EAslcn;
OR Tmt
llYRTltftY
OP THE Hs.t.DL.t.SDS.
A
the smallest amount of money that
a !-~·rr~:~:::ti::~'n1
~~~~~~ti:ehti~Bo~ ~r::.~i.~::~~
Novel. Bv 1':tta.W. Pierce.autboror·•TheBirthYark."etc.
1O:i; the peculiar lire, habit,;. mannersand cuat.oms or the
35. A Golden
Duwn.
A Novel. By the aulhor or
we ever hncl to offer, but we cannot
pC{lp\eor roreign countriM; illuMrated.
"Dora Thorne•· etc.
12. "~xteen Complete
~torle• by Popular Aotbora,
3S Valerie's
F~te.
A Novel. By Mrs. Alexander,
guarantee the price only for a week.
1
autboror"TheWomngO't.,"eLC.
~;e~~~::;;:.so~~~t~!':;t:tr!,
1~~:~11'~!;;•1~~
3i. !ililster Ro@e, A Nonl.
By Wilkie Collins, author
That these trades are appreciated
or ·'The Womanin'White,"etc.
38. Anne.
A !'\ovel. By lira. Henry Wood, author ot
can be seen by the crowds of people
coli-J~7J~~eo~\~:,ueJn;f s~::;, 1:~~:~:.~~~Jo':e'!~
~~::,,~~
"Kast l,vnne."
and Joke, 1h11.ttsi1ne been written for 11ome~"an• tl1ns•t~1
39. The J~aurcl Btuih.
A Novel. By Miss >Julock,
who have visited our store the past
U. Cl'c_fnl, ~nowl<;da:e
for the Million', a b&nc\; author or" Jnhn Halifax. Gentleman." etc.
~~~!tt~eiw1•1~~!~!~'.a.llon for all, upon m ..ny and variou·11 40. AmoA Barton.
A Sovel. B,r Geo1gc F.liot, author
week. \Ve ask a call and we will
or "Adam Bede," '' Tbe llill oD the Flos::1/' etc.
o/~·o~rt!ia~s~:~~A No,•el, by llur;h Conwa.r, author
trust the quality of the goods and the
0
price on them to do the rest.
2P N~~
~~O:
s:g~~~~!o;;;~~t~~~e b=!Aro~nf 2 °::nc~tt~ !~:i~;~~Aa~n;n:
O
O
One thing we will add. You have
11nce. FUAN.Ki.I~
NE\\'S C0'.\1P~~Y.
•1 2:.Fllhcrt·s
;;~::,g{~~li!J:{~J~i~:
1~1~~ey0rder,and address••
STOCKSUBSCRIPTIONS
no conception of the extent of our estr.blishme1,t
or the beautiful goods
Jlillinery.
For the c~.nton Shoe r 2,ctoryB,tilding.
we lhndle unless you call. This 1s
Mrs. L. K. Adcliton of Buckfield, will
no ghost story, hut solid facts which
open :\Ia_v 1st. under charge of an able
\\'e give below the names of those who and efficient milliner, a large assortment
will be borne out to your entire satisCANTON, ME.
ha,·e subscribed for stock in the shoe fac- of
faction if you will come and see \Ve
tory building, and the amount of each.
keep open every evening until 9
Shares are placed at $25 each. Addition
will be made to this list as soon as we can
o'clock, and have electric lights on 3
at lowest cash
get the facts from parties circulating
the of all descnpt10ns, and
floors.
Any of the goods we handle
The location of this House is unsurprices. Call and see befo,'.e purchasing
papers.
to travellers
in we will sell for cash, or a quarter
elsewhere.
Old Hraws colored repaired passed for convenience
pursuit of business or pleasure.
Under rlown at time of purchase and balAG Staples, prO\'ided the factorv be built and whitened in the best possibl~ manner.
the present management,
its patrons will
on land he offers to donate for
3t 17
be assured of fir~t-class fare and modern ance $5 per month, if tbe amount be
that purpose,
$500
$50 or under, and $roper
1nonth if
conveniencies.
3-35
HJ DeShon,
250
Special Notice.
$roo or under.
To make it more
C II Gilbert,
250
plain we will sell a $40.00 Plush Set
D Bradford,
200
I would respectfully announce
to the
JP Swasey,
200 pub_lic that I shall close the photograph
for-$10 clown ancl $5 .oo per month;
LITTLE
ARCADE
MUSIC STORE,
Z E Gilbert,
'.!OO bu,_mess at __Canton,
Saturday, :.\lay 8th.
a
$20 Chamber ,Set for 5.00 down
G \V :\foore,
125
This 1s positive.
We do not work at the
::ipring ::it., Canto11, ~le.,
and 5.oo per month ; a $20 Carpet
M G Strout.
100 business during the hot season.
Those
for 5.00 down and 5.00 per month;
\VG Gammon,
100 wishing for out-door views will please
B C \Vaite,
100 notify me at once.
a $20 Range for 5.00 down ancl 5.00
A Delano,
50
W M II
per month ; a $12 Baby Carriage for
C 1I Holland,
50
Canton, Apr. 28, 1886.• , • AYDE:N',
From the b'est makers.
3.00 clown and r .oo per week; a$r2
A K Foster,
50 New
Perfection Ref1 igera tor for 3 .oo
N Revnolds,
so
Strayed o-r ~.-~tol.en.
II II Burbank,
50
down and 1.oo per week. Come
SW Ellis,
so
_A Scotch Cooley Dog, black body,
and see us, see the stock, see .:>ur
l\I Peabody,
50 s)ightly gray under chin and throat, inCANTON, ME.
building, ride on the elevator up and
c O liolt,
so sid_eandback of legs gray, tail quite heavy,
down from floor to floor. vVe guar0 Gnmmon,
so hair long. Answers to the name of Pilot.
JV:L. J11.EANDS, Prop'r.
WE Adkins,
_:;o Any person giving information of said
antee you the fairest and most honorCentrally located, good attention, and terms rea
Oscar lla\'ford,
_:;o dog will be suitably rewarded.
sonablc. Travelers taken to all parts of the conn• ed treatment that can be accorded to
W :\I Stubbs,
SAM'L
C JONES
2
try.
3-22
customers.
Respectfully your obe0 F Taylor,
5
Canton, Apr. 2 6, 1336 _ '
• ', • •
ER Stevens,
~{
dient servants,

E!ifl:~!e,

Po~~ qy!,~tD40Qf' ;!cii~J

HOTEL SWASEY,

T.ALLEN,
Proprietor.
Hats,
B_on~ets
&Fancy
Goods
. OTIS

C. F .. TOWLE,

PIANOS
& ORGANS,
CAI\ITON

J H Ingersoll,
~ t·idgh~m,
\V II Be~~d,s,
E \VA~~~)'
Frank Davis,

t

~Read

th~ new ad_s. in this paper.

JOHN

25
_FLO\A!ERS
{~;e,~~1;,;EJ.;;~~:
Pillows, etc. Flowers pre!-icrvcd. I have made
a.!'ra~gements with the well.kno\\ n PorUand
I• lonsts, \V. E. ;\:IORTON & CO., to take 0 ,-.
1
~te~o~/hc above. Pricc~~~w; New designs.

P_.s

Attorney

HOUSE,

WASEr,

& Counsellor at Law,
Lanton,

Jl,fe.

i~

C. 0. HOLT,

CANTON.

B.A.ATKINSON
&CO.,
Iian.c C. Atkinson,

Manager,

Corner Pearl&· .Midclle Sts.,

Portland.

Job Printing

At Lo,v Prices, at
Telephone Ofiicc.

Orders by mail will prompt attention.

